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F
a change of pace, let's begin with a riddle. What is 1,181-feet long and has

a Nobel Prize laureate at each end? Give up? The Guinness World Record

longest single-walled carbon nanotube model. That was the bright-blue sight
stretching from Fondren Library though the Sallyport and across Founder's

Court on April 22. We feature photos on the back of the magazine. It's nice and even

inspiring that we set such records at Rice, but even more important—and more inspir-

ing—is the potential for our research to improve our world. On the very day Professors

Robert Curl and Rick Smalley stood at the ends of the oversized plastic nanotube model,

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration announced a four-year, $11 mil-

lion contract with Rice's Carbon Nanotechnology Laboratory to produce a prototype

power cable made entirely of carbon nanotubes—each about one ten-thousandth of

the width of a human hair. The goal is "quantum wires" that can conduct electricity up

to 10 times better than copper and weigh about one-sixth as much. This holds obvious

advantages for long-distance space travel, where every ounce counts, and could help

revolutionize energy distribution on Earth. With energy one of the central problems

our world faces, that is no small matter. (OK, pun intended.)

A great university, to some extent, is about problems
and puzzles. As you read Sallyport, I hope you too will
be inspired by the range of problems and puzzles our
researchers—students as well as faculty—are trying to
solve. In this issue alone, these include peace in the
Middle East, precise detection ofloss of bone structural
integrity, whether ethnic difference breeds distrust,
why some people are conservative and others liberal,
the threat posed by rising sea levels, and the molecular
origins of life and evolution.
One of the fundamental premises of a research uni-

versity is that education conducted by extraordinarily
talented people dedicated to advancing understanding
and contributing to the solution ofproblems produces a
transformative experience for promising young people.
This is well captured in the final installment of our
four-year Class series, which has followed the paths of
several undergraduate students who entered in fall 2001.
One student, for example, was inspired by a research
internship at the Baker Institute for Public Policy, and
now she is working at the State Department before
attending graduate school. At its best, such education —David W Leebron

helps our students discover things about themselves
as they engage in learning both inside and outside the
classroom. It also embodies not only substantive learning, but exposure to leadership
opportunities and cultural experiences. We hope in the end we will graduate students
who love learning and yearn to contribute, who will succeed and lead in a world that
continues to change at an astonishing rate.
A great education is thus about enabling individuals to realize their own possibilities for

achievement, contribution, and fulfillment. As one of our graduating students put it:

I was given a thorough and rigorous liberal arts education that I would not trade for
anything. My ability to think critically has been strengthened, my desire to explore
new avenues of learning just for the sheer pleasure of it continues unabated, and I
feel ready to move and use what I've learned. I was told when I came here that the
Rice education was unparalleled, but only now does the magnitude of that truth
finally hit me.

Although I am faced with and will continue to confront great and difficult deci-
sions in my life . . . of one thing I am sure: I have life chances that are the envy of
most people, and I am so lucky to have them. For this, I owe Rice thanks.

"I hope you too

will be inspired

by the range of

problems and

puzzles our

researchers—

students as well

as faculty—are

trying to solve."

Read this issue—you will get a glimpse of the numerous reasons so many people

have reason to give thanks for Rice.
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RETURN ADDRESSED

Letters

1c E As president of Rice, David Leebron must help the

university find the proper place for athletics in an

intellectually challenging environment.

—Kenneth Zapp '66

No one possibly could have enjoyed
the spring 2005 Sallyport article "This Old
President's House" on the Wiess mansion more
than I did. As a young bachelor and aspiring
lawyer, I had several dates with Elizabeth, the
oldest Wiess daughter, and a few with her sister,
Caroline, in the process forming an agreeable
acquaintance with Mr. and Mrs. Wiess.

I vaguely remember the principal rooms
downstairs, especially a sunken living room.
More clearly, I recall the wonderful "coming
out" parties given for Elizabeth, then Caro-
line, in a pavilion erected over the swim-
ming pool, temporarily floored over. The
tent was lined with satin, the music came
from a nationally known orchestra, and the
finest food and spirits were ordered, along
with vintage champagne. The guests partook
enthusiastically, and a few to excess.
In those days, evening dress for men fre-

quently included a top hat, along with tails
and a white tie. A tented checkroom along-
side the entrance marquee, then on the Main
Street side, received the top hats and ladies'
wraps before the guests entered the building.
When I left the party late—very late—and
stopped to get my hat, I found one of the
city's leading philanthropists sitting firmly
astride the counter at the checkroom. His
hat could not be found, and by golly, no one
else was going to get a hat until he got his. I
went home bareheaded but happy, retrieving
my hat the next day. Whether the philanthro-
pist's hat ever was found, I don't know.

It is gratifying to me that this fine old
house, after falling on hard times, has been
restored to its original glory. It stands next
door to the Blaffer House, which Mrs. Blaffer
offered to Rice many years ago, but the gift was
declined, to Mrs. Blaffer's profound disappoint-
ment. She then pointed her considerable phi-
lanthropies in another direction.

Incidentally, I hear some students refer to
"Wice" college. The family and friends pro-
nounced it "Wise," and I hope the "Wice"
pronunciation will disappear.

Thomas D. Anderson '34
Houston, Texas

Having graduated from Rice in 1966,
I have witnessed a change in intercollegiate foot-
ball that relegated the Owls to second-class sta-
tus. The large universities started using separate
teams for offense and defense. We had competed
successfully with the big boys when we needed
only II (or so) superb players, but we fell be-
hind—forever—when we were forced to field 22
or more such athletes.

"It is gratifying to me

that this fine old

house, after falling

on hard times, has

been restored to its
original glory."

—Thomas D. Anderson '34

' '

•

As president of Rice, David Leebron must help
the university find the proper place for athlet-
ics in an intellectually challenging environment.
Football is clearly the most difficult part of this
puzzle—the other sports are less expensive, and
the university seems capable of competing ad-
equately in most of them.

A modest proposal for football: take the lead
in developing a football conference of similar

institutions—a new national "academic
league." Schools such as Tulane, Vander-
bilt, Northwestern, Army, Navy, Air Force,
Duke, and Stanford could be invited to join.
They all share our university's quandary of
balancing the demands of academic excel-
lence with gridiron respectability.

This new conference could reduce the
sports spending war among universities that
has deeply divided our institution. It also
may help us return intercollegiate football
to the scholar—athletes instead of being the
minor league for the NFL.

Kenneth Zapp '66
College of Management

Metropolitan State University
Minneapolis, Minnesota

I disagree with Michael Sherry's
criticism of President Gillis's statement that
gold nanoshells are "about 20 times smaller
than" red blood cells ["President's An-
nual Report for 2003," spring 2004]. This
is a grammatical English phrase, in a form
known as idiom, that translates into a nor-
mal equation. According to Merriam-Web-
ster, an idiom is "an expression in the usage
of a language that is peculiar to itself in hav-
ing a meaning that cannot be derived from
the conjoined meanings of its elements (as
Monday week for 'the Monday a week af-
ter next Monday')." To say "X is N times
smaller than Y" is idiom for saying "the size
of X times N equals the size of Y." Presi-
dent Gillis correctly states that the size of a
smaller item (gold nanoshells), multiplied
by a number greater than zero (about 20),
equals the size of a larger item (red blood
cells), contrary to Mr. Sherry's claim.

Mary Ann Basener Gallaher '92
Rhinebeck, New York
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Nano Deemed Best Long-Term Energy Alternative

Breakthroughs in nanotechnology could open up the
possibility of moving beyond the United States's cur-
rent alternatives for energy supply by introducing
technologies that are more efficient, inexpensive, and
environmentally sound, according to a new science
policy study by Rice University.

The report, based on input
from 50 leading U.S. scientists
who gathered at Rice in May
2003, found that key contribu-
tions can be made in energy
security and supply through
fundamental research on na-
noscience solutions to energy
technologies. The group of
experts concluded that a ma-
jor nanoscience and energy
research program should be
aimed at long-term break-
through possibilities in cleaner
sources of energy, particularly
solar energy. Such a program
also should provide vital science
backup to current technologies
in the short term, including
technologies for storing and
transmitting electricity.
The study findings were an-

nounced as Congress and the

Bush administration began

another round of efforts to

pass national energy legisla-
tion. "The 2003 energy bill
effort was an amalgamation of
giveaways to special-interest
groups," says Amy Myers Jaffe,
the Wallace S. Wilson Fellow
for Energy Studies at the James
A. Baker III Institute for Public
Policy and associate director of
the Rice Energy Program and
the Shell Center for Sustain-
ability. "What is needed is a
more focused debate that puts
regional or parochial short-term
interests aside and emphasizes
our long-term national inter-
ests. The outlook is dire. We
need real solutions."

The participating scientists

agreed that nanotechnology

could revolutionize electricity

grid technology by providing
transmission lines built from
carbon nanotubes that could
conduct electricity across great
distances without loss. A break-
through in electricity transmis-

adequate research and develop-
ment funding.
"Energy is unique in its abil-

ity to give us answers to most
other problems," says Nobel

laureate Richard Smalley. "And

it is uniquely something we can
do something about." Smalley,
University Professor and the
Gene and Norman Hackerman
Professor of Chemistry and
professor of physics, notes that

the Bush administration's ini-
tiatives on energy technology

are laudable, but the level of

financial commitment is not

large enough to achieve needed
breakthroughs.

"Energy is unique in its ability to give us an-

swers to most other problems," says Nobel

laureate Richard Smalley. "And it is uniquely

something we can do something about."
—Richard Smalley

sion technology would facilitate
not only distributed electricity
but also render commercially
viable the transmission of elec-
tricity from distant sources of
energy, such as solar and wind
collector farms located in desert

geography or closed-loop clean
coal FutureGen sequestration

power plants built near geo-

logic formations. Improvements

in electricity transmission also

would permit the transportation

of electricity by wire from pow-

er stations built near stranded

natural gas reserves in remote

regions. Howard Schmidt, ex-
ecutive director of the Carbon
Nanotechnology Laboratory at
Rice, believes that development
of carbon nanotube wire is pos-
sible within five years given

The meeting was hosted by

the Baker Institute, Rice's Cen-

ter for Nanoscale Science and
Technology, the Environmental
and Energy Systems Institute,
and the Rice Alliance for Tech-
nology and Entrepreneurship
as part of an ongoing program
on energy and nanotechnol-
ogy that is aimed at reinvigo-
rating public interest in the
physical sciences by showcas-
ing potentially revolutionary
breakthroughs in the energy
technology area and highlight-
ing how science can have direct
bearing on people's lives.
The full report from the con-

ference is available at http://
www.rice.edu/energy/publica-
tions/energynanotechnology.
html. •

Small Cables,
Big Power

Early in their research on

carbon nanotubes, scien-

tists realized that these

elongated molecules of

buckminsterfullerene could

conduct electricity consider-

ably more efficiently than

copper wires. Now. NASA

has teamed up with Rice

on an $11-million project to

create the first nano power

cables.

NASA is interested because

power cables made of carbon

fullerenes are ideal for spacecraft,

reducing weight as well as fire

hazards while operating as much

as 10 times more efficiently than

conventional wiring. The goal of

the four-year project is to create

a one-yard prototype cable.

That won't be easy, says Richard

Smalley, co-discoverer of buckm in-

sterfullerene and director of Rice's

Carbon Nanotechnology Labora-

tory. "This is not a straightforward

applied research project where

we know it's been done and it

works," he says. "We're going

to do major pioneering research

during this process."

If the researchers can find an

efficient way to manufacture

lengths of carbon nanotube power

cable, the elongated molecules

potentially could replace wire in

everything from cables used to carry

electricity from power-generating

stations to wiring in homes and

electrical equipment. •

Richard Smaii, y
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"Both the Israeli and Palestinian leadership have expressed
their willingness to implement their obligations under phase
one of the road map and return to bilateral negotiations to-
ward a permanent status agreement and an end to conflict."

11171111111-*

Road Map to Peace
Needs Multilateral
Action Plan

With the election of Palestinian

President Mahmoud Abbas and

the intended implementation

of Israeli prime minister Ariel

Sharon's disengagement plan, the

Bush administration has a unique

opportunity to define the strategic

direction of the Road Map [to

Peace] Implementation Process

(RMIP) and can take a leadership

role in that effort, according to a

policy recommendation report by

an international group of experts

convened by Rice'sJames A. Baker

III Institute for Public Policy.

The recommendations resulted
from a Baker Institute workshop
titled "Creating a Road Map
Implementation Process Under
U.S. Leadership." The work-
shop, chaired by Baker Institute
director Edward Djerejian, took
place during several sessions over
an eight-month period. Partici-
pants included Israeli, Palestinian,
Egyptian, Jordanian, American,
European, and Canadian gov-
ernmental and nongovernmental
representatives who examined
the steps necessary for a success-
ful implementation of Israeli and
Palestinian commitments and a
return to the road map.

Djerejian, former U.S. assistant
secretary of state for Near Eastern
affairs and former U.S. ambas-
sador to Syria and Israel, said the
group's report was sent to U.S.,
Israeli, and Palestinian leaders

and officials as well as to Arab and

other governments.

"Both the Israeli and Pales-

tinian leadership have expressed

their willingness to implement

their obligations under phase one

of the road map and return to

bilateral negotiations toward a

permanent status agreement and

an end to conflict," the report

states. "Although the obligations

of the parties are unilateral in na-

ture, neither side can successfully

follow through on their commit-

ments without adequate support

and coordination from the inter-

national community, in particular,

the United States."
Following Secretary of State

Condoleezza Rice's visit to the

Middle East and the Sharm el-

Sheikh Summit meeting, the role

that the Baker Institute report

advocates the United States un-

dertake is proceeding at a timely

pace with the administration's

commitments of financial assis-
tance to the Palestinians and the
naming of a U.S. security coordi-
nator to assist the Palestinians and
the Israelis, Djerejian notes. The
group advocated that the Bush
administration assist the parties
in turning unilateral action into a
comprehensive multilateral action
program that leads to a renewal
of bilateral Israeli—Palestinian ne-
gotiations. This would include
encouraging both sides to reach a
complete and comprehensive ces-
sation of violence as the necessary
framework for security action.
The United States also should
encourage the Palestinian Author-
ity (PA) to consolidate security
reform and Israel to implement
understandings reached regarding
unilateral disengagement and a
comprehensive settlement freeze,
including natural growth of settle-
ments and outpost removal.
Among the other key recom-

mendations, the United States
should:

• Assist in capacity-build-
ing supporting Palestinian
governmental and security
reform and Israeli disengage-
ment, with the necessary
technical and professional
assistance

• Develop the requirements
to allow for an Israeli with-
drawal from the Philadelphi
Corridor and the transfer
of security authority for the
Egypt—Gaza border as well as
the Gaza airport and seaport,
territorial waters, and air-
space, to the PA

• Lead an international effort
for Palestinian economic re-
habilitation in the West Bank
and Gaza Strip to accompany
Israeli disengagement

• Develop with the parties a
trilateral working plan for the
orderly transfer to the PA of
structures and infrastructures
in the areas to be evacuated

• Assist in providing a safety net
for crisis situations through
the establishment of trilat-
eral coordination and liaison
mechanisms

• Use its unique political capi-
tal of leadership to ensure an
adequate response to compli-
ance and noncompliance by
the parties

The full report, including the
names of participants, is posted at
http://bakerinstitute.org. •

—B. J. Almond
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It's a Z0 Out There

After years of informal collabora-

tion between Rice researchers and

the Houston Zoo, the relationship

recently was formalized with the

establishment of the Houston Zoo

and Rice University Consortium in

Conservation Biology.

Consortium co-directors Lisa
Meffert, assistant professor of
ecology and evolutionary biology
at Rice, and Stan Mays, curator
of herpetology at the Houston
Zoo, had been exchanging in-
formation on a small scale for
several years. "It's only fair that
the zoo gets credit for helping
with Rice research," Meffert says
"At the same time, we'd like to
reciprocate to the zoo staff and
give them any benefits that Rice
may have that could help with

their work."
Until now, to receive research

credit in ecology and evolution-

Hanszen senior Diana Cox observes the activity of an okapi named Kwame and
documents it every 30 seconds as part of her project to record the behavior patterns
before and after items such as horse toys are introduced into its environment.

very charismatic, so I can see
why some students would rather
choose something that at least
has bones."
The zoo, on the other hand,

offers numerous project possibili-
ties that wouldn't otherwise be

job," Meffert says. "It makes per-
fect sense for both institutions."

Under the consortium, any
Rice student can conduct research

at the Houston Zoo, using the

zookeepers as supervisors, men-

tors, and consultants. The proj-

be able to take classes here," Mef-
fert says. "And our library and
electronic resources are invaluable
to them."
Through the consortium, both

institutions also will be included
on any research manuscripts pro-
duced by the collaboration be-
tween the zoo and Rice.
"Both Rice and the Houston

Zoo have good reputations,"
Mays says, "and this formal col-
laboration will bring together the
best of both the academic and
practical worlds. Access to Rice's
library is going to be phenomenal
for the zoo staff. We're looking

forward to expanding this pro-

gram in the future."
This is an opportunity, Mef-

fert says, that the students will
never forget. "In working with

the keepers, the students get a
backstage pass, and they'll learn

so much by being behind the

scenes," she notes. "It's abso-

lutely ideal for students interested

"Both Rice and the Houston Zoo have good reputations, and this formal collaboration will bring together the best of both the academic and practical worlds."
—Stan Mays

ary and conservation biology,
Rice students were limited to
on-campus facilities. Those, how-
ever, don't always meet student
needs. In Meffert's lab, for ex-
ample, all the experiments deal
with houseflies. "I admit it's hard
to sell students on working with
flies," she says. "Houseffies aren't

available to students. And the zoo
will benefit as well. Working so
closely with the animals, the zoo-
keepers see research opportunities
every day but simply don't have
the time to follow through. "The
keepers know that the Rice stu-

dents will throw themselves into
the projects and do an excellent

ects mostly will be observational
and noninvasive, but true research
nonetheless.

In return, zoo personnel will be

able to obtain visiting scholar sta-
tus at Rice, audit classes, and have
access to library resources. "Con-
sidering how exclusive Rice is, I
think it's great for zookeepers to

in ecology and evolutionary biol-
ogy to work with complex organ-
isms—big and interesting animals
like they have at the Houston
Zoo." ot

—Lindsey Fielder
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Advice to Companies Before Going Offshore
Global outsourcing—or offshoring—affords U.S. firmstremendous opportunitiesfor

transforming themselves by opening new markets andtapping laborforces overseas.

But, while other countries represent significant opportunities for U.S. businesses,
a Rice expert on international joint ventures in China cautions companies to think

about their long-term competitive strategy before going global.

Global outsourcing is growing rapidly.
In India, the Philippines, and China
alone, annual foreign investments have
reached $50 billion. "Offshoring is
very hot right now, and China with its
low-cost, highly skilled labor force and
impressive infrastructure is one of the
most popular destinations," says Anthea
Zhang, an expert in international joint
ventures at Rice's Jesse H. Jones Gradu-
ate School of Management.
However, Zhang cautions that

companies without the managerial
capabilities to carry out a global opera-
tion should be careful with regard to
global outsourcing. A company that
wants to open operations outside of
the United States or outsource some of
its functions to another country needs

"If they don't seek the obvious benefits
of lower costs from offshoring, they will
eventually lose their global competitive
advantage. They'll also lose their con-
tact with emerging markets like India
and China."
Zhang contends that companies who

move operations into India and China,
for example, are in a better position
to learn about and make contacts in
those very large emerging markets. "To
penetrate markets like China or India
sucessfiffly," she says, "countries with
significantly higher income markets, like
the United States, must create alterna-
tive ways to serve consumers with lower
incomes and in countries with fewer
capital resources."
She points to firms such as Proctor

"American companies aren't the only play-

ers in a global market. If they don't seek

the obvious benefits of lower costs from

offshoring, they will eventually lose their

global competitive advantage."

—Anthea Zhang

to remember that both decisions will
increase its organizational complexity.
"Offshoring," she says, "should be part
of a firm's long-term strategy, not an
end in itself"
Zhang advises companies to consider

their core competencies and use out-
sourcing to transform their companies.
"If a company can be better off by
focusing on what it does really well,"
Zhang explains, "it should consider
having another company take over its
peripheral functions."

Despite concerns that many Ameri-
can jobs are lost when companies move
their operations overseas, Zhang be-
lieves offshoring can offer opportuni-
ties that benefit U.S. firms. For some
American businesses, offshoring is a
smart and necessary move to remain
competitive.

"American companies aren't the only
players in a global market," Zhang says.

and Gamble that have successfully built
their brand images throughout China.
"Proctor and Gamble has been in China
for over 10 years," Zhang says. "Conse-
quently, the company has become very
knowledgeable about China's market
and has a tremendous advantage over
its competitors there."

Zhang also cites an Indian company
that has been experimenting with manu-
facturing a car that would cost $2,200.
"Automobile manufacturers in the United
States, Germany, and Japan currently
couldn't compete in India's or China's
market at that price," she notes. "To

do so will require innovation in both
products and processes, and learning

about these markets may require locat-

ing in them."
In the not-so-distant future, Zhang

believes these innovations—coming as

a result of global competition and out-
sourcing—will benefit U.S. consumers

as well. s

Will Rice Forever

Just a few months ago, Ron Cytron,
the first recipient of the Sam and Helen Wor-
den Will Rice College Endowed Award, had
occasion to be in touch with Helen Worden,
Will Rice's first community associate. He wrote
to her that his life had come full circle: from
student at Rice to professor in a field he had
come to know and love while at Rice.
Many good things have happened to Ron

since he graduated, and he wanted Helen to
know how grateful he was for the confidence
she had placed in him and for the 1980 award

that recognized his service to Will Rice.

Residential college life at Rice University

fosters leadership, responsibility, and life-

long bonds. Those who support Rice's nine

residential colleges, either through direct gifts

such as Helen Worden's, or through the Rice
Annual Fund, add immeasurably to a student's

quality of life.

YOUR GIFT WORK
RICE UNIVERSITY

Rice University • Office of Development—MS 81
P.O. Box 1892 • Houston, TX 77251-1892

713-348-4600 • giving.rice.edu
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Research@Rice

Hang Up and Drive

Several states have laws requir-

ing drivers to use "hands-free"
devices when theytalk on a cell
phone while driving a car. The
theory isthat a driver has a slower
reaction time while holding a
phone and operating a car atthe
same time, which could cause
potential dangers. But ongoing
research by a Rice University
professor suggests those new
laws may not be effective.

Using three types of reaction tests,
Bruce Etnyre, professor and chair
of kinesiology at Rice, and Priscilla
MacRae of Pepperdine University
found that reaction time is longer
when a person is presented with
multiple tasks that divide attention.
In the first test, they examined reac-
tion times to a single light and, in the
second, to a single auditory signal. In
the third test, the subjects were given
a choice of four buttons with lights.
When one of the four lights came on,
their reaction time was measured by
how long it took them to press the
corresponding button.

Subjects responded much more
quickly to the single auditory signal
than to the single visual signal, but
in the tests that required subjects
to split their attention among four
different lights, reaction times were
slowestofall,confirmingpriorfindings
indicating that multiple tasks lengthen

a person's response time. Gender dif-
ferences also were confirmed, with

men performing better on all three
reaction tests than women.

Inthe debate over hands-freeversus
hand-held cell phones, Etnyre's tests
suggestthat neither should be used by
someone driving a car because both
split drivers' attention between their
phone conversation and their driving,
slowing reaction time.

"Whether the driver's hands are
on the wheel or free doesn't make a
difference in how fast they can react
to something on the road," Etnyre
says. "It's not necessarily a matter
of physicallycontrollingthecarwhile

holding the phone. It's the fact that
they have to switch their attention
between driving the car and listening
and talking with someone.".

—Pam Sheridan

Doctors may soon be able to specifically predict if and

where fractures are likely to occur in patients with

osteoporosis or other types of bone disease thanks

to a portable, noninvasive device developed at Rice.

Called the OsteoSonic, the device allows physicians

to measure the actual structural integrity of bone

tissue—something current imaging technology like

X-rays or MRIs cannot do.

Rice bioengineer Michael Liebschner and John Os-

borne, a former MBA student with Rice's Jesse H.
Jones Graduate School of Management, teamed up

two years ago to create the first prototype of the Os-
teoSonic. Battery operated, the device uses acoustic

signals to measure the structural integrity of bone
tissue. Rather than providing the physician with an
image and a composite, or average measure of bone

density in a localized area, the OsteoSonic gives a

direct physical assessment of the specific tissue of

interest.
This is important because osteoporosis affects the

whole body, while fractures are local events. There-

fore, bone density measures taken on the forearm or

the heel bone cannot accurately indicate the likeli-

hood of spinal fractures or bone deterioration at

the hip. "Since bones break at their weakest point,"

Liebschner explains, "averages aren't as effective at

predicting the likelihood of a fracture, and systemic

measures provide no information about the prob-

able location of a fracture."
Besides its ability to pinpoint damaged bone

mass, the OsteoSonic is easy and safe to use.
Noninvasive and emitting no radiation, the ap-

plicator is "like putting an electric toothbrush

against your skin," Liebschner explains. "It

doesn't cause any damage or bruising and can be

used very frequently."

The device also can be used by emergency medi-

cal personnel, combat medical crews, and athletes

injured in competition to determine if injuries in-

volve bone or muscle damage and the location of

any fractures. One particular application currently

under study involves subjects in environments that

simulate the experience of astronauts in space, who

can develop disuse osteoporosis as a result of the lack

of gravity.
Current clinical tools are designed around age-re-

lated osteoporosis and cannot differentiate between

age-related osteoporosis and disuse osteoporosis,

which occurs in individuals who are bed-ridden,
paralyzed, or disabled. The OsteoSonic would pro-
vide quantitative information about the tissue qual-
ity independent of the cause of bone loss or disease.

According to Liebschner, this type of information is

critical in treatment planning and monitoring ther-

apy. "The limitations of current diagnostic tools," he

says, "already result in severe undertreatment of pa-

tients as reported in the medical literature."

Cancer patients who have lost bone mass from

chemotherapy and radiation therapy could potentially
benefit from Liebschner's
device as well. Given the
OsteoSonic's capacity to de-
tect loss of bone mass early,
prophylactic treatments such
as vertebroplasty could be

used to help prevent frac-

tures from developing.

"By detecting loss of
integrity in the bone tissue
sooner rather than later,"
Liebschner says, "physi-
cians could start treatment
sooner, thereby significantly
improving the quality of life

of these patients."
Liebschner's OsteoSonic

recently was selected the
winner from more than

1,300 design entries worldwide in the "Create the

Future" contest sponsored by NASA Tech Brieft, the

largest U.S.-circulation engineering magazine, and

Emhart Teknologies in New Haven, Connecticut, a

Black & Decker company..

"By detecting

loss of integrity

in the bone

tissue sooner

rather than later

physicians could

start treatment

sooner, thereby

significantly

improving the

quality of life of

these patients."

—Michael Liebschner
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Research©Rice is a monthly email newsletter featuring some
of the latest research going on in different disciplines at Rice.

To subscribe, go to the latest issue at

http://www.rice.edu/research

and click the "subscribe" link at the bottom of the page.
For a look at articles that have appeared in past issues, go to

http://explore.rice.edu/explore/research_archive.asp.

Airline Service with a Smile Still Matters

Air travel in the 21st century is an ordeal: endless security lines, constant

delays, cramped seats, and shrinking or disappearing food service. Recent

research shows, however, that an airline still can make the flying public

happy by offering well-trained, friendly faces because nothing matters

to travelers as much as the way they are treated.

So says a study into customer
satisfaction with the U.S. do-
mestic air industry by Shannon
Anderson, associate professor of
management, and Sally Widener,
assistant professor of manage-
ment—both at Rice's Jesse H.
Jones Graduate School of Man-
agement—and Lisa Klein Pearo,

assistant professor of marketing

at Comell's School of Hotel
Administration. "We were in-

terested in seeing how different

customer characteristics affected

the weight or importance the

passenger gave to different at-

tributes within airline industry

service," Anderson explains.
The researchers examined

whether the importance of an
airline's travel schedule, on-time
reliability, or service quality in-
fluenced passengers' subsequent

satisfaction with the company's
service, and they found that the
importance of various aspects
of airline travel for customer
satisfaction differs depending
on the person's age, gender,
income, and travel experience.
Men, for example, place greater
importance on the quality of an
airline's food, while women care
more about how they're treated
by the employees. Older custom-
ers—the only group to show a

significant interest in the plane's

operational performance—

proved to be more satisfied than

younger people, while custom-

ers in first class expressed lower

levels of satisfaction—a situation

that, the researchers suspect,

reflects a higher level of expecta-

tions that aren't being met.

Across the board, however,

employee interactions were al-

most four times more impor-

tant to airline customers than

any other factor. "Satisfaction

with the service depends dispro-

portionately on performance,"

Anderson says. That finding is

particularly important for airlines

that claim superb performance

in a specific service, since overall

customer satisfaction will depend

on whether the airline delivers

on the claim. "With few excep-

tions," Anderson says, "most

airlines don't seem to appreciate

that their employees can offer a

distinctive, comparative advan-

tage over their competition. A

properly trained employee can

make what otherwise seems like

a commodity service into a per-

sonalized, positive experience for

every customer." •
—Pam Sheridan

The Smell of Fear, or,
How Donald Trump
Decides Who to Fire

Scientists have long known that

mammals, as well as invertebrates

and fish, communicate fearthrough

changes in their body odors. Re-

cent studies at Rice now confirm

forthefirsttimethat natural human

body odors also provide informa-

tion about human emotions that is

detectable by other people.

Focusing on the emotions offear and
happiness, Rice psychologist Denise
Chen and Jeannette Haviland-Jones
from Rutgers University gathered
data from university student and
staff volunteers-40 women and
37 men. The subjects were asked
to view excerpts from a comedy
and from a film of snakes, bugs,
and crocodiles that were menac-
ing people. Afterward, they were
rated on how happy or afraid they
felt during the movies.
They were instructed to shower

the night before the session, but
to refrain from bathing or using
deodorant or fragrance on the day
of the session. The subjects wore
gauze pads in each armpit while
viewing the films. The subjects'
cotton pads were later grouped by
movie and sex. One week later, the
same subjects were asked twice to
identify each of type of odor within
six bottles, two ofwhich contained
unused cotton pads.
The researchers found that

humans generally can distinguish
between odors of happy people and
those of fearful people, although

women appear to have a greater
capacity for doing so. Women in
their study were able to discrimi-
nate between the odors of both
happy and fearful men and women.
Male subjects, on the other hand,
more easily recognized the odor
of happy women than happy men
and the odor of fearful men than
fearful women.

While women don't necessar-
ily have a better absolute sense of
smell, earlier studies have shown
they do exhibit a greater sensitivity
to differences in smells than men.
"Together with previous research,"
Chen explains, "our findings suggest
that women may be better able to
perceive differences associated with
emotionally and sociobiologically
significant signals."
The study's findings also are

consistent with prior findings that
indicate women are better than
men at making fine distinctions
between the hand odors of two
individuals of the same sex, and
they're better able to identify the
sex of individuals based on differ-
ences in intensity of breath odors.
Women also have been found to
better recognize and identify syn-
thetic commercial odors.
The researchers' study was

published in Perceptual and Motor
Skills. Currently, Chen is conducting
studies of other kinds of emotions
and their accompanying odors as
well as what may be contributing
to individual differences in sensi-
tivity to smell between men and
women. •
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We've all seen and heard them on television—celebrity spokespersons

appearing in person or as voiceovers in commercialsto promote everything

from financial services to cosmetics to cars.

According to a Rice market-
ing researcher, advertisers who
rely on celebrity endorsements
to promote their products may
want to consider simply using
the star's voice. Besides being
considerably less expensive, ce-
lebrity voiceovers are potential-
ly just as effective—even when
the consumer doesn't recognize
the celebrity's voice. In fact,
voiceovers appear to work bet-
ter when we have a positive
recognition of the voice but
cannot name the celebrity to
whom it belongs.
Andrew Perkins, assistant

professor of marketing at Rice's
Jesse H. Jones Graduate School
of Management, and Mark
Forehand, associate professor
of marketing at the University
of Washington Business School,
examined the effectiveness of
unidentified celebrity voiceovers
and how such product endorse-
ments may influence consum-
ers' attitudes toward the brand.
In assessing the influence of
celebrity voiceovers on con-
sumers, Perkins and Forehand
administered a series of ques-
tionnaires and the implicit as-
sociation tests (IAT) to 232
undergraduates. The IAT is a
computer-based categorization

task that measures the strength
of association between concepts
in memory.

Initially, the researchers
established the subjects' fa-
miliarity with and positive
attitudes toward several celeb-
rities, including those used in
voiceovers. They also verified
that the subjects saw no strong
match or mismatch between the
celebrities and the brands they
endorsed. The study was con-

ducted in three phases during

which time the subjects viewed

six, 30-second voiceover adver-

tisements. The celebrities who

provided the voiceovers were
never visually present or explic-
itly acknowledged.
"Our results suggest that ad-

vertising elements like celebrity

voiceovers can influence brand

attitude independent of any

conscious awareness on the part

of consumers," Perkins says.

One particular finding under-

scored the researchers' conclu-

sions. Subjects who were unable

to identify the celebrity voice

after viewing an ad still re-
ported an increase in their posi-
tive attitude toward the brand.
Perkins believes this occurred
because the subjects uncon-
sciously activated their posi-

"Our results suggest

that advertising

elements like

celebrity voiceovers

can influence brand

attitude independent

of any conscious

awareness on the

part of consumers."

—Andrew PerkIns

tive feelings about the celebrity
from their memory. According
to Perkins, such unconscious
processing by consumers causes
their attitude about the celeb-
rity to be mapped onto their
attitude about the brand.
"On the other hand," says

Perkins, "for those subjects

who recognized the celebrity

voice in the ad and therefore

were more conscious of the

celebrity connection, we found
a negative relationship between
celebrity and brand attitude."

He explains that when consum-
ers are presented directly with
information they believe is irrel-
evant to their decision about a
product, they tend consciously
to ignore that information and
not let it bias their brand at-

titude. "The subjects in our

study who recognized the ce-
lebrity from the voiceover,"
Perkins says, "were consciously
able to separate their feelings
about the celebrity from their
attitudes toward the brand."

The researchers' study, titled
"Implicit Assimilation and
Explicit Contrast: The Un-
conscious Effects of Celebrity
Voiceovers on Brand Attitude,"
was published in the Journal of
Consumer Research. •
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Does Ethnic
Difference Breed
Distrust?

Prevailing theories suggest that

there is less trust among people in

diverse communities than in more

ethnically homogeneoussocieties.

However,studies of highly diverse

former Soviet republics show that

a strong attachment to one's own

group do not necessarily mean a

lack of trusttoward another group,

especially where groups share

experiences.

"Differences in ethnicity do not
imply ethnic conflict," says Rick
Wilson, the Herbert S. Autrey
Professor of Political Science at

Rice. He was a member of a team

of U.S. political scientists and

senior scientists from the Russian

Academy of Sciences that re-

cently examined some of the fac-

tors that give rise to generalized
and cross-ethnic trust through
the experience of two ethnically
diverse republics in the Russian
Federation. Their study of these
communities raise doubts about
earlier assumptions that people
trust their own ethnic groups but
not others.
"We expected to witness a

great deal of ethnic conflict," says
Wilson, chair of the political sci-
ence department, "but instead
we found a significant amount
of cross-ethnic trust. In fact, we
found the propensity to trust is
rather remarkable given what
most people think about transi-
tional societies."
The researchers focused on the

republics of Tatarstan and Sakha-

Yakutia. Situated in the middle
of the Volga Basin, the northern-
most frontier between Muslim
and Orthodox Christian worlds,
Tatarstan is one of the former
Soviet Union's major cultural and
educational centers. Saldia-Ya-
kutia, the largest republic in the
Russian Federation, is located in
northeastern Siberia.
The researchers chose these

two republics because of their

ethnic, cultural, socioeconomic,

religious, and racial
diversity and their
leadership in as-
serting their rights.
The republics also
devote consider-
able resources to
reviving their lan-

guages and cultures

in the late 1980s

and 1990s. Tatars

make up about half

of the population

in Tatarstan, while

40 percent of the population in

Sakha is Yakuts. The bulk of re-

maining populations in each re-

public is Russian. The researchers

conducted surveys in each repub-

lic in spring and summer 2002 to

measure the level of interethnic

trust between the Russians and

each of the other two groups, as

well as the trust of the Russians,

Tatars, and Yakuts toward less vis-

ible, more distant groups.

While they confirmed the find-

ings of earlier studies—that most

people are cautious about oth-

ers and significantly more trust-

ing of those in their own ethnic

group—Wilson and his colleagues

found striking results regarding

peoples' confidence in the "out

group"—those people represent-

ing another ethnic group. "Over

90 percent of Tatars trusted Rus-

sians," says Wilson, "and local

Russians expressed almost the

same high level of faith in Tatars.

Around 70 percent of Yakuts and
Russians expressed mutual confi-
dence as well."

Several factors were found to
influence a person's
level of trust across
ethnic lines. "Re-
gardless of whether
they were Russian,
Tatar, or Yakut,
people who had
higher confidence in
their government,
more generalized
faith in people, and
less attachment to
their own group's
particular norms,

expressed more trust in 'out
groups," explains Wilson. "How-
ever, the fact that we found a high
degree of cross-ethnic trust in
these republics where the Russian
government has been less-than-
democratic in recent years implies
that people have a shared set of
experiences that allows them to
trust one another across ethnic
lines."

Wilson and his colleagues also
found similar factors came into
play when measuring each ethnic
group's level of trust toward other
groups with which they had little
or no contact, namely, Jews, Chi-

nese, Americans, and Chechens.
One of the most important

conclusions, says Wilson, was their
finding that a strong attachment
and trust to one's own group did
not necessarily mean a lack of
trust toward another group. Ac-
cording to the researchers, only
a small minority from any of the
ethnic groups was exclusion-
ary—expressing trust in their own
group but no confidence in the
others. Two-thirds of those who
responded to the survey in Sakha
and four-fifths in Tatarstan were
trustful of both their own and the
other ethnic group.
"More recent thinking has sug-

gested that ethnic difference is a
barrier to cross-ethnic trust," says
Wilson. "We did not find that
to be the case in these two re-
publics. Very few people in these
ethnically diverse communities
trusted their own ethnic group
but distrusted others outside their
group."

Wilson's colleagues were Don-
na Bahry, chair of political science
at Pennsylvania State University,
and Mikhail Kosolapov and Polina
Kozyreva, both of the Institute
of Sociology at the Russian Acad-
emy of Sciences. The research was
accomplished with the support
of the National Science Founda-
tion and the National Council
for Eurasian and East European
Research. The results appear in a
2005 report titled "Ethnicity and
Trust: Evidence from Russia." •
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"The chance of someone who is a strong Democrat or Republican changing parties in their lifetime is about 6 percent."

Liberal or Conservative, It's All in the Genes
The phrases "Once a Democrat, always a Democrat" or "Once a Republican, always a Republican" may be truer

than we realize. Our identification with a political party, which we acquire from early childhood socialization,

often does last a lifetime. And according to a Rice political scientist, Americans' political orientation—liberal

or conservative—is a genetic trait almost as unlikely to change as our eye color.

It long has been established
that our identification with a par-

ticular religious denomination is
a result of our upbringing, but
perhaps less known is that the
strength of our religious convic-
tions is almost entirely genetically
determined. According to Rice
University's John Alford, the
same is true regarding our choice
of political parties and our politi-
cal ideology.

In a study reported in the May

issue of the American Political

Science Review, Alford and politi-
cal science colleagues Carolyn L.
Funk, associate professor with
Virginia Commonwealth Univer-
sity, and John R. Hibbing, profes-
sor at the University of Nebraska,
challenge the long-held assump-
tion that our political orientations
are shaped by our parents and
upbringing. In reality, they argue,
our political ideology is deter-
mined by our genes.
"Our analysis indicates that

political ideologies are not formed
by our parents and family at an
early age," Alford says. "The de-
gree to which we are conservative
or liberal is largely a function of
our genes."
What is determined by parental

socialization and individual ex-
periences later in life is a person's

political party identification. And
because this influence occurs at
such an early age in the form of
a group identification, it usually
lasts a lifetime. "The chance of
someone who is a strong Demo-
crat or Republican changing par-
ties in their lifetime is about 6
percent," says Alford. "It does
happen, though, with people who
are raised to identify with one
party but whose political orienta-

tion does not correspond to that
party's view on issues."

While contrary to assumptions
embedded in traditional political
science research, the study's find-
ings help to explain why scholars
have discerned little if any impact
on the match or mismatch be-
tween the political attitudes of
parents and their children on a

wide variety of issues. Whether

parents are highly autocratic or

highly permissive has little effect

on their children's political atti-

tudes. The same is true regarding

the frequency with which a fam-
ily discusses politics or the extent
to which politics is important to
parents. Alford and his colleagues

found that genetics accounts for
approximately half of the differ-
ence in political attitudes between
parents and offspring. Only 11
percent of the variance is due to

early childhood socialization, in-
cluding parental influence.
"In the case of people's ten-

dencies to possess any political
opinions regardless of their ide-
ology," Alford claims, "genetics
explains over one-third of the
variance, and their upbringing or

parental influence was inconse-
quential."
To test their assertions about

genetics' influence on a person's
political ideology, Alford and his
colleagues borrowed data from
standard twin studies pertaining

to social attitudes and behaviors.
Because social attitudes tested to
date have shown a strong heri-
table component, the research-
ers hypothesized that political
attitudes also would be heavily
heritable.
"In standard studies on twins,

if a trait is purely genetic, you
would expect the similarity be-
tween identical twins to be twice
the similarity you'd see on average
between fraternal twins," Alford
explains. "So, if a trait is produced
purely by the environment, such

as parental socialization, the likeli-
hood of both identical twins hav-
ing that same trait is exactly the
same for fraternal twins."
The researchers examined data

collected from thousands of re-

spondents in the United States
and from published results of an
Australian study. They compared
their responses to the Wilson-Pat-
terson (W-P) Attitude Inventory,
a survey gauging respondents'
level of conservatism based on
whether they agree, disagree,
or are uncertain about a host of
items such as property tax, death
penalty, and disarmament.

Of the 50 items included in the
broadest version of the W-P In-

ventory, Alford and his colleagues

focused on those that had more

political than social content. For

this set of political attitudes, the

researchers found that genetics

and early childhood influences

accounted for about half of the
differences in political attitudes.

And, within that half, genetics was
approximately twice as influential.

In future studies, the politi-
cal scientists will attempt to de-
termine whether conservative
or liberal political orientations
are rooted in specific personality
types. "Such a correlation," Al-
ford says, "might further explain
why the two sides disagree so
fundamentally."

In addition to his analysis of

twin studies, Alford's research
has concentrated on small-group
experiments designed to probe
evolutionary explanations of be-

haviors and predispositions and
brain imaging studies of specific

brain function in political deci-

sion-making. •
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ICON
Join U

4t,

A Partnership for Nanotechnology Stewardship and Sustainability

The Centerfor Biological and Envi-

ronmental Nanotechnology(CBEN)

at Rice University has announced

the formation of the International

Council on Nanotechnology(ICON),

a collaboration among academic,

industry, regulatory, and nongov-

ernmental interest groups that will

work to assess, communicate, and

reduce potential environmental

and health risks associated with

nanotechnology.

"ICON was created to directly
and openly address issues of nano-
technology sustainability now,

engineering research into the po-
tential environmental and health
impacts of engineered nanostruc-
tures; 2) social science research
into public perceptions toward
new technology and the role that
regulatory and other governmen-
tal policies can and should play in
nanotechnology stewardship; 3)
collaborative policy activities that
develop international standards
for engineered nanostructure ter-
minology and metrology, safety
guidelines, and best laboratory
practices; and 4) public commu-

nication and outreach that tracks

all relevant technical data on nan-
°technology's potential risks and

"What we're really trying to do is create a new model for the

introduction of emerging technologies into society, instead

of waiting for problems to emerge and then reacting..."

—Kristen Kulinowski

so that potential benefits can be
maximized and potential pitfalls
can be avoided," says Vicki Col-
vin, director of CBEN and pro-
fessor of chemistry and chemical
engineering. "Success will depend
on the efforts of many people and
organizations from a variety of
sectors."
ICON welcomes participation

from a diverse group of stakehold-
ers, including academic research-
ers, government researchers and
policy-makers, industrial research-
ers and safety officers, and mem-
bers of nonprofit organizations.
ICON is located at Rice and co-
ordinated by CBEN. Activities in
four categories will be supported
by the council: 1) science and

presents this information in terms

and formats that are accessible by
laypeople.
"What we're really trying to

do is create a new model for the
introduction of emerging tech-

nologies into society," says Kris-

ten Kulinowski, executive director

of CBEN and faculty fellow in
chemistry at Rice. "Instead of
waiting for problems to emerge
and then reacting, we want to
engage in research and policymak-

ing to head off these potential
problems."
For more information, visit

http://icon.rice.edu/. •
—Jade Boyd

Library's Rare Collections Accessible Electronically

Fondren Library users no longer have to make a trip to tile

library to view some of the rare sheet music, architectural

drawings, photos, letters, articles, speeches, and other

reference materials, thanks to the new Fondren Digital

Collections.

The Fondren Digital Collections (FDC) houses high-quality digital files of

original photographs, letters, drawings, rare publications, and other items

presented in JPG, PDF, or other file formats that can be accessed on the Web.

Sound files and other formats will be added soon.

The FDC currently features three collections, the largest of which is the

William Ward Watkin Architecture Collection. Stored in the Woodson Re-

search Center, this collection consists of the papers of William Ward Watkin,

the first supervising architect of the Rice Institute and first chair of the Rice

architecture department. More than 600 architectural drawings, photographs,

items of correspondence, articles, and speeches are included in the collection,

which dates from 1903 to 1956.

"This collection represents the physical birth of the Rice campus be-

cause Watkin was the architect who built the first buildings," says Amanda

Focke, archivist and special collections librarian at Fondren, who helped

design and implement the FDC. "Because this collection is used heavily at
Woodson, we chose it to represent the beginning of the Fondren Digital
Collections as well."

The other two collections consist of music from Fondren's Brown Fine Arts
Library. Both are underrepresented "gems" that haven't been used much
because many people are unaware of their existence, Focke says. One, the
Illuminated Sacred Music Manuscript Collection, includes rare 15th- and
16th-century original southern European music manuscripts depicting religious
hymns and songs in Latin, hand-drawn and beautifully illustrated with brilliant
tempera paints on large vellum sheets.

The second is the Schumann Collection, which consists of original materials
related to 19th-century German composer and music critic Robert Schumann,
including a contemporary manuscript report of Schumann's conducting at
Dusseldorf.

The Fondren staff spent the past three years preparing the FDC, and
each item has a description that includes the title, date of origin, creator,
and details about the collection to which it belongs so the viewer can put

it into context.

Now that the FDC is online at http://www.rice.edu/fondren/hyperion/,
the information it contains is available not just to the Rice community but to

scholars and researchers around the world. Some of the documents in the

collection are full-text searchable: others are limited to keyword searches.

The Fondren Digital Resources Steering Committee, chaired by Geneva

Henry, selects material for the FDC on the basis of known research interests,

but also will include other less-known but valuable collections. Later this

year, the committee plans to add the Rice Institute Pamphlet, an interdis-

ciplinary scholarly journal published at Rice between 1915 and 1981. The

journal features some of the most important speeches given on campus, and

the digitization project will cover volumes 1 (1915) through 32/33 (1946).

Suggestions for other materials to add to the FDC can be submitted to

fondren-digital@rice.edu. •

—B. J. Almond
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MAKE A GIFT TO CE
THAT GIVES BACK TO YOU
AND YOUR LOVED ONES.

TABLISH A

THE CONCEPT OF
A GIFT ANNUITY IS
SIMPLE. IN EXCHANGE
FORA GIFT, RICE
AGREES TO MAKE
ANNUAL PAYMENTS
FOR LIFE TO ONE OR
TWO BENEFICIARIES
YOU SPECIFY.

A gift annuity may be an attractive way to make a

gift to Rice if you would like to:

• Receive fixed, dependable payments for life

• Enjoy substantial tax savings and income tax deductions

• Diversify your portfolio with attractive return rates and
partially tax-free payments

• Provide additional income for other family members

• Supplement retirement planning with immediate or
deferred payments

• Make a significant gift to Rice that enriches the
students' learning experiences

http://giving.rice.edu/giftplanning

A gift annuity may be established with Rice beginning at
age 50 for a minimum contribution of $25,000. The amount
of the payment depends on the age(s) of the individual(s)
receiving the annuity.

We will be happy to provide gift illustrations and calculations
tailored for your situation, and we also can present other tax-
saving gift options
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Sample Payout

AGE
55 
65 
70 
75
80
85

Rates

RATE
5.5%
6.0%
6.5%

 7.1%
 8.0%
 9.5%

RICEI

Rates are for one
beneficiary. For
two beneficiaries,
rates are slightly
lower. Charitable gift
annuities may not be
available in all states.

For more information, contact: Gen Jacobs Interim Director of Gift Planning

713-348-4617 Email. giftplan@rice.edu Website. http://giving.rice.edu/giftplanning



THROUGH THE SALLYPORTI

Past Sea-Level Rise Points
to Troubling Future
New research by Rice geologists indicates that a rise in sea
levels of as little as a half-meter per century has been sufficient
to dramatically change the shoreline of the U.S. Gulf Coast within
the past 10,000 years. That's not good news, because half-meter
increases are within the moderate range of predictions for the
Gulf Coast during the century to come.

The findings are drawn from
experimental data collected by
a group led by John Anderson,
the W. Maurice Ewing Chair in
Oceanography and professor of
earth science. Other group mem-
bers were Rice graduate students
Jessica Maddox, Kristy Milliken,
Alex Simms, and Patrick Taha
and one of Anderson's former
students, University of Alabama
professor Tony Rodriguez. The
researchers drilled core samples
and took underwater soundings
from the southern shores of Texas

to Alabama's Mobile Bay, and

analyses have begun to yield a
catalogue of reactions that coastal
features undergo in response to
specific rates of sea-level rise.
"About 5,000 years ago, when

the sea level was rising approxi-
mately 50 centimeters per cen-
tury, the upper part of Corpus
Christi Bay increased by about
one-third over the span of about
200 years," Anderson explains.
"Even without factoring in any ef-
fects from global warming, that's
only about 20 percent slower than
the projected sea-level increases
along the Texas and Louisiana
coasts this century."

Scientists know from oceano-
graphic records that sea level has
been rising worldwide for at least
10,000 years. The exact cause is
unknown, but the rates of rise for
specific eras have been well-docu-
mented from marine sedimentary
records worldwide. Until this
century, however, the rates of sea-

Change, rising ocean tempera-
tures will add about 30 centime-
ters to sea level this century, and
glacial runoff from Antarctica—
the least understood of all the
phenomena involved—could add
another 40 centimeters. Thus, the
worst-case scenario could trans-
late into a 90-centimeter boost
in sea level by the year 2100—a
rate of increase that global coast-
lines haven't experienced in about
8,000 years.

Estimating the effects of ris-
ing seas on a particular coastline
requires more than an accurate
assessment of sea-level rise, An-
derson says. Local geography and
geology also play a role. For in-
stance, the coastal plains of south-

east Texas and Louisiana are a vast

sedimentary plain that is sinking

at the rate of about 20 centi-

meters per century. Moreover,

there are other geological forces

"We know, for example, that Sabine Bank, a seafloor

formation about 20 miles offshore along the Texas—
Louisiana border, was a barrier island until just a few
thousand years ago."

—John Anderson

level rise have gradually fallen to

about 20 centimeters per century

today from more than 100 centi-

meters per century 10,000 years

ago—a rate that's been confirmed

using global tide gauge records

from the past 100 years.

But the trend toward slowing

rates of sea-level rise is expected

to reverse this century as global

warming pushes rates back up.

According to estimates by the

International Panel for Climate

at work that can be impacted or
even overwhelmed by rising seas.
"On geologic time scales, bar-

rier islands like Galveston and Pa-
dre Islands retreat toward land,"
Anderson says. "The Galveston
shoreline, for example, is mov-
ing about 1.5 meters inland every
year. But the same forces that are
slowly eroding the beaches on
the windward side of the island
deposit that sand on the leeward
side, so the island itself remains

a stable barrier, even though it
marches slowly toward shore."

Anderson, who began studying
the geography of the U.S. Gulf
Coast about 15 years ago, notes
that rising seas can overwhelm
such fragile coastal structures as
barrier islands. "We know, for
example, that Sabine Bank, a sea-

floor formation about 20 miles
offshore along the Texas—Loui-
siana border, was a barrier island
until just a few thousand years
ago," Anderson says. "We know
that it was drowned in place,
because we drilled core samples
there. We still don't know what
rate of sea-level rise it took to
drown the island, but we're
studying that."

Rising seas also can inundate
river deltas and tidal wetlands,
such as those at the head of the
Trinity River in upper Galveston
Bay or the head of the Nueces
River in upper Corpus Christi
Bay. Anderson's group also is
finding evidence that a cata-
strophic collapse of one coastal
structure—like a barrier island—
can result in stress or even in col-
lapse of interconnected structures,
such as tidal wetlands.
"Even with past examples to

guide us, devising an accurate
model for local shoreline change
will be difficult because there is a
complex interplay between global
events—like what's happening in
Antarctica—and local geologic,
oceanic, and atmospheric phe-
nomena," Anderson says. "There
are many more variables that go
into this than I ever would have
believed when I started studying
the Gulf Coast in the 1980s."

—Jade Boyd
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THROUGH THE SALLYPORT

Taking MRIs to the Next Level
More than 25 million patients in the United States undergo
magnetic resonance imaging procedures annually, and
while MRIs are valuable tools, there also can be dangers.
In almost one-quarter of those procedures, doctors use
contrast agents, which are substances induced into the
body to increase its sensitivity to the scans. Contrast agents
can make it easier for doctors to deliver a diagnosis, but
the most effective and commonly used contrast agent, the
metal gadolinium, is toxic.

Work by Rice University doctoral student Balaji Sitharaman

may soon provide a solution, however. Sitharaman has created

new forms of contrast agents by encasing gadolinium inside

fullerenes—single molecules of carbon atoms arranged in

spherical or tube-shaped structures By enclosing the gadolinium

inside the carbon molecules, Sitharaman has simultaneously

reduced the toxicity of the metal to nearly zero while boosting

its effectiveness as a contrast agent as much as 100 times

Sitharaman's class of contrast agents could, for the first time,

allow magnetic resonance imaging of individual cells
Lon Wilson, professor of chemistry and Sitharaman's PhD

advisor, says Sitharaman is one of the best graduate students

he has worked with in his 30 years at Rice "He's already pro-

duced six peer-reviewed manuscripts that have been published

or accepted by first-rank journals," Wilson notes, "and it's likely

that he'll double that by the time he graduates."

-.•*104
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In recognition of Sitharaman's work, the Nanotechnology

Foundation of Texas has selected him as one of two winners

of the 2004 George Kozmetsky Award for Outstanding Gradu-

ate Research in Nanotechnology. The Kozmetsky Award, the

first of its kind offered to U.S.graduate students working on

nanotechnology, includes a $5,000 prize Competition for the

awards is fierce, but a Rice student has won one of the two

awards in each of the first two years they have been offered.

The other recipient this year is University of Texas—Austin

student Aaron Saunders
"I'm grateful and honored bythis recognition by the Nanotech

Foundation of Texas," Sitharaman says, "and I look forward to

the benefit of our research to diagnostic medicine."

The Nanotechnology Foundation of Texas is an initiative

funded by private individuals, corporations, and other founda-

tions to accelerate research in nanotechnology by increasing

the visibility of nanotechnology research, expanding research

funding, and recruiting the best nanotechnology researchers

from around the world to Texas

Top Rankings for Rice

• • •

Rice recently has ranked among the top schools
in several areas, including receiving top grades
for its schools of architecture and business.

The university was ranked ninth by Hispanic magazine among the best col-

leges for Latinos, and it was listed by the Princeton Review as one of the best

81 universities in the country for value. The 81 schools were selected from more

than 350 colleges and universities, and each of them are profiled in the Princ-

eton Review book America's Best Value Colleges, which was released in April.

The School of Architecture now

ranks No. 3 in the nation and No.

2 in the South, according to the

Design Futures Council, a world-

wide network of professionals in-

volved with the design community,

in its 2005 review of America's un-

dergraduate architecture programs.

Rice also placed in the top 10 grad-

uate architecture programs, ranking

ninth nationally and second in the

South.
The rankings were determined by

a survey of nearly 500 U.S. archi-

tecture firms of various sizes. In ref-

erence to graduates hired over the
past five years, the firms were asked

which schools best prepared stu-

dents for real-world practice. Only

Cornell University and the Uni-

versity of Cincinnati ranked higher

than Rice among undergraduate
programs. In the southern regional

rankings, Rice's No. 2 placement
was bested only by Auburn Uni-
versity for bachelor degree pro-
grams and by Georgia Institute of
Technology for graduate programs.

Rice's School of Architecture con-

sistently has ranked near the top for

the past six years.
New to this year's survey was a

question asking participants to name

three North American campuses

that provide the best student expe-

riences in reference to architecture,

including overall campus design, site,

and planning. Rice made the top 10

of that list as well, ranking seventh.

Harvard University ranked first.

The ranking is published in the

council's journal, DesignIntelligence,

and on its website, http://www.

di.net.
The Jesse H. Jones Graduate

School of Management also earned

accolades by being named as the top

business school in Texas and in the

Southwest, according to the Finan-

cial Times 2005 survey of MBA pro-

grams released January 24.

In addition to its top state and
regional rankings, the Jones School

ranked 28th out of 57 business

schools in the United States and
47th out of the top 100 business
schools in the world in the Finan-
cial Times survey.
Among the 100 global schools,

the Jones School's finance program

was ranked among the top 10 in

the world. Among U.S. schools, the

Jones School ranked No. 2 in per-

centage of women faculty; No. 11

in percentage of faculty with doctor-

ates; No. 17 in percentage of wom-

en students; No. 20 in salary earned

by graduates today; and No. 20 in

weighted salary of graduates. •
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Sonja Thorns stands in front of about

100 Houston elementary school

students. She is leading an activity

designedto introducethemtothe joys

of classical music, and some of the

children are so anxiousto participate,

they are popping out of their seats.

"Ooh, ooh! Me, me,me!" exclaims one

student. Others whisper and giggle

excitedly in the audience.

This is the just the enthusiasm that
Thorns, a second-year master's
student of oboe at the Shepherd
School of Music, wants to inspire
through the Just for U Music Pro-
gram, or JUMP! The program offers
an in-house education to elementary
and middle school students from
Houston's Title I schools—those
with a high percentage of low-income
students—and presents concerts per-
formed by Shepherd School students.

As the student coordinator for
the 2004-05 JUMP! Concert Series,
Thorns contacts teachers, finds the stu-

dents to perform, schedules rehearsals,

and coaches her fellow musicians. "For

the student performers, it's a donation

of time," she says. "They love doing this

because they're learning as much as the

kids are."
Thoms works closely with Rachel Bu-

chman, early childhood specialist at the

Shepherd School, to plan the theme of

each concert and develop different ways
to communicate that idea to school-age
children. "I brainstormed a lot of theme

ideas," Thorns explains. "I work a lot

with Rachel to develop my ideas. She

helps me really focus the themes. She's

so great in front of kids—very dramatic

and theatrical—and that has helped me

become a more effective speaker in front

of children."
For the most recent concert, Thorns

used the theme "Telling Stories with
Music." By playing a short version of
Peter and the Wo?f, the musicians dem-
onstrated how each character—and
instrument—has a distinctly different

sound. So the children could improvise
their own story, a group of musicians
took suggestions from the children for
which animals to use in the story and
how each animal should sound.

Thorns calls on a boy in the front row
and repeats his suggestion for all to hear:
The shark should sound like the music
from the movie Jaws. "Yeah!" All the
kids cheer in agreement.

Ii

"I want to help build an audience for the
future. The best way to do that is to get
people excited when they're young."

—Sonja Thorns

Students from St. Stephen's Episcopal School get a lesson in percussion

from Shepherd School of Music students during a JUMP! concert at
Alice Pratt Brown Hall.

"We want the kids to be in-
volved in the creative process,"
Thorns says. "But part of the
concert is pure education.
We show the children the
instruments, we do a lot of
demonstration, and we ex-

plain what the instruments

are made out of and how

each one makes sounds."

It's important to expose
children to classical music at
an early age, Thorns explains.
"I want to help build an audi-
ence for the future. The best
way to do that is to get people
excited when they're young."
Janet Rarick, artist teacher of

wind ensembles at the Shepherd
School, agrees. "Classical music
is a great art form," she says.
"It speaks to everyone. The
children are really able to listen
actively and get a lot out of the
experience. It's opening a door
for them."
The concerts expose the chil-

dren not only to classical music
but also to a college campus.
"When the children walk into the
building and are impressed by
the atmosphere of it, I know one
teacher who uses the opportu-
nity to tell her students that
if they work hard in school,
college is not out of their
reach," says Rarick. "For
some of these kids, it's the

first time they've been ex-
posed to a university setting.

And for them to see the passion
and dedication of our students—the
years of hard work and studying,
the perseverance it takes to partici-
pate in this art form—that's a very
powerful experience for these kids."

Rarick, who helps oversee JUMP!,
notes that Shepherd School students
receive a benefit from the program
as well. "It really seems to change
the whole dynamic when Rice stu-
dents have to come out from behind
their music stands and talk about
their music and their instruments,"
she says. "For the students perform-
ing in these concerts, presenting
their music to a young audience in
an interactive way really helps define
their musical product." •

—Lindsey Fielder
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STUDENTS

Documentary Takes Students Inside a Movement

Rice University seniors Will Thompson and Stephen Fell began their

documentary on the pro-life movement almost by accident. The two

were required to create a portrait of a person they did not know as part

of Brian Huberman's Documentary Production course. For this project,

they interviewed a pro-life activist in northwest Houston who constructed

artificial graveyards representing abortions.

beginning of their documen-
tary, he and Fell had opinions
about the pro-life movement.
His filmmaking partner agrees.
"We had our original reactions
to the movement," Fell says,
"butwe kept trying to be journal-

Thompson grew up near one of
the graveyards, which contain
pink and blue crosses, each
tagged with imaginary dia-
logue in protest of the practice.
Shocked, Thompson believed
that the field must have been
put up by extremists.
"My initial reaction was,

'Wow, who would do that?"
Thompson says. But both he
and Fell were surprised by the
relatively moderate demeanor
of their subject. " He wasn't the
prototypical extrem ist we'd ex-
pected," Thompson says. "He
didn't fit any stereotype."

Intrigued by the idea of mak-
ing a documentary on the pro-
life movement, they continued
their research, interviewing the
leaders of Texas Right to Life.
The activists were leery of the
filmmakers' intentions but al-
lowed the two access because
they were students. With each
interview, the project grew,
eventually becoming too big for
Texas. Their desire to capture
the breadth and depth of the
pro-life movement led Thomp-
son and Fell out of the state
and around the country.

Traveling nearly 12,000 miles
in 46 days, they interviewed
more than 70 people to cap-

Stephen Fell, left, and Will Thompson in their editing room in Fondren Library.

ture what they hope will be
the first unbiased look at one
of the most controversial so-
cial issues in America. Huber-
man, associate professor of
visual arts, who guided the
two in the early stages of the
project, praises the film, titled
Unbom in the U.S.A. "It's truly
an extraordinary piece of work,
albeit in the making," Huber-
man says.
The journeyacrossthe country

gave the project a whole new
direction. Fell began to see
the pro-life movement not as
a group of activists but as an
expression of a complete world-
view. "The battle over unborn
children," Fell explains, "is a
religious battle being fought
on a secular battlefield."
Thompson admits that, at the

ists throughout and not have a
particular opinion that we were
going to superimpose on the
film. We just wanted to show
what happened, because no
one else is covering it. That

was our original aim."
Fell and Thompson lived

the lives of pro-life activists to
develop a better understand-
ing of the movement. Fell, an
aspiring screenwriter, gained
new insight into the film's
"characters" as he traveled
with them, sharing sleeping
quarters and meals. "Theysleep
on the floor of churches, they
distribute handouts, they travel
in caravans. They're families,"
he recounts. "They're not really
rich people. They just get up
early in the morning and stay
there all day until their feet hurt

and they can't walk anymore,
holding these signs, because
deep down this is what they
truly believe. That kind of strong
conviction really comes across.
That's what really interests us in
these types of characters."
The two witnessed physical

as well as verbal confrontations
between pro-life and pro-choice
activists during the filming. Stay-
ing unbiased in such a volatile
environment was difficult, but
Thompson and Fell recognized
that bias would relegate their
documentary to the realm of
political propaganda, not art.
"We tried to step back as much
as possible, to not take a side,"
Thompson says. "The bestthing
to do is keep a dialogue, to talk
to as many people as possible,
to try and moderate yourself.
There is no way to guarantee
objectivity, but we're giving it
the old college try."

Maintaining objectivity came
at a cost. Fell and Thompson
rejected funding for their docu-
mentary offered by churches,
production companies, and
other groups that might influ-
ence the film. Luckily for the
pair, funding for student proj-
ects was available from several
sources at Rice: the Envision
Grant fund, the Student Activi-
ties Commission, and a fellow-
ship from Rice's new visual
arts department. Asked if this
is the essence of low-budget
filmmaking, Thompson laughs.
"We went over budget. We're
always over budget."
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"We tried to step bWk as much as possible, to not take a side. The best thing t

keep a dialogue, to talk to as many people as possible, to try and moderate you

n and Fell are modl,

to brag about their
• ents or expoun

on the sacrifices inherent in
such a consuming project. At
22, Fell and Thompson are
completing a documentary
that is not only ambitious, but
groundbreaking, according to
Huberman. Starting this sum-
mer, Fell and Thompson will
submit the 100-minute-long
finished work to several film
festivals, including Sundance,
Toronto, South by Southwest,
and the Austin Film Festival
Sundance and Toronto are two
of the most competitive film
festivals in the world.
What setstheir documentary

apart from others, Huberman
says, is their insight into the
importance of this movement
at this moment in history and

their ability to capture moral
controversy as it happens.

"What these two filmmakers

have done is packed off with

the gear and gone to all parts

of the country to get these

events on film. We are there

as history is unfolding before

us. It's the purest form of the

medium." The two have gone

beyond interviewing the politi-

cians and pundits, Huberman

adds, and actually have lived

the movement
The film is in postproduction,

and as they edit scenes and

begin festival submissions, both

recognize that the project has

changedtheirviews Fell admits

that his position on abortion

has been challenged: "I think

that throughout the course of

the project, I've become more

on the fence than ever. I see

fanatics on both sides, and I
see people who are moderate
on both sides." And both film-
makers say that this project has
redirected their careers.
As they come closer to

completing the film, Fell, an
English major, and Thompson,
a computer science and visual
arts double major, speak of fu-
ture artistic ventures together.
"I never knew I wanted to be
a filmmaker before this film,"
Thompson says Fell, who has
been writing narrative screen-
plays since high school, did, and
the documentary has allowed
him to combine his creative
energies with Thompson's
technical strengths Theirs is
a vibrant partnership, and both
seem ready for their next proj-
ect. Thompson seems certain
of the future "If Stephen and I

—Will Thompson

can, we will be making al
film. Definitely one rrior.7 if not
many more.
Thompson and Fell do most

of theirwork in Fondren Library,
in a cement brick room wallpa-
pered with movie poster The--
room is hidden behind shelves-
of books on the Spanish Armada
and the American Revolution,
and it is perhaps fitting that
these two—armed with tal-
ent and artistic vision—are
surrounded by the past as
they work to capture one of
the most complex stories of
modern American political
history.

—Christina Davis
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Living Laboratory:

This desert oasis isn't a mirage.

It's a living laboratory for studying life's origins—

a unique environment that research spearheaded by Rice scientists may help protect.

The desert seems lifeless and still. In the midday heat, there are

no birds, or rodents, or even an irritating fly to keep you com-

pany as you trudge across the crunchy white sand and awkward

tufts of short, hard grasses. Shielding your eyes from the sun's

glare, you scan the dry landscape and whistle appreciatively at

the lake-size mirage reflected at the base of the powder-white

gypsum hills in the distance. Marveling at the physical laws re-

sponsible for this illusion, you hike on—until, with a squish, you

find yourself ankle-deep in mud.

By Deborah J Ausman • Photography Tommy LaVergng
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In Cuatro Cienegas, a valley nestled among five 10,000-foot
peaks in Mexico's Chihuahuan desert, the mirages are real.
Water abounds—this lake is one of 450 desert springs, or
pozas, scattered about the 200-acre region and supplied
with clear, 90° F water by way of an underground complex
of interconnected geothermal ducts. Life flourishes here.
Cuatro Cienegas is home to 70 species of plants and ani-
mals that can be found nowhere
else on Earth, including box tur-
tles that spend their lives in the
water rather than on land, sever-
al species of tropical-looking fish,
and white curlicue snails no larger
than a pinhead.
Even that crunchy white sand is

more than it seems. Probe beneath the surface, and you'll
find a thin stripe of green running through the soil. The
"sand" is fossilized cyanobacteria, and the descendants
of the dead microbes form that stripe. The cyanobacteria
are everywhere in Cuatro Cienegas, though the extent of
their industry is most apparent in the pozas, where hordes
of living cyanobacteria join together in coral-like structures
called stromatolites to form yawning caves and treacher-
ous shelves.

For all of its geological and biological wonders, the

biggest marvel for Cuatro Cienegas may be its con-

tinued existence. The Mexican government declared

the area protected more than a decade ago, but en-

forcement is lax.

Cuatro Cienegas has been compared to the Galapagos Is-
lands, except that its endemic species are separated from
the rest of the world by mountains and a sea of sand rather
than water. Yet for all of its geological and biological wonders,
the biggest marvel for Cuatro Cienegas may be its continued
existence. The Mexican government declared the area pro-
tected more than a decade ago, but enforcement is lax. The

scenery is marred by litter left
by tourists and blown from an
uncovered dump, and the region's
resources—from the gypsum to
the mesquite tothe water itself—
are poached bythe economically
depressed community.
Science may be Cuatro Cie-

negas's salvation. Researchers worldwide, such as Rice bi-
ologist and statistician Janet Siefert, are finding the region a
unique outdoor laboratory for biological and geological stud-
ies. Their visits offer the community a new potential income
source. More importantly, researchers like Siefert are turn-
ing into the region's most vocal advocates. By preserving
Cuatro Cienegas for today's scientific experiments, Siefert
and her colleagues may ultimately be ensuring that the re-
gion remains pristine for generations to come.
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A Living Lab 150-Million Years in the Making

Petite, with thin blond hair and a sharp Southern
twang that confounds her attempts to speak Span-
ish, Siefert is far from the stereotypical scientist. In
fact, she strikes an observer as someone who would
be more comfortable in a deer stand than an ivory
tower. Relaxing on the I4-hour van ride from Hous-
ton to Cuatro Cienegas, she discusses the best South
Texas hunting grounds, cheers on the Astros in a
playoff game against the St. Louis Cardinals, and
contemplates what wild game to serve at the next
meeting of her research group (it turned out to be
homemade elk sausage).
But if the course of her scientific career is any

indication, unconventionality suits Siefert. Nearly
15 years after receiving her undergraduate degree
in biology from the University of Central Arkansas,
Siefert returned to graduate school at the University
of Houston. Her husband had lost his job, and after
a semester as a public school teacher's aide, Siefert
says, "I found out I could make more money as a
graduate student."
Though initially interested only in a master's

degree, Siefert ultimately received a PhD in 1997. She
studies population genetics, but her interests extend
beyond the usual statistical analyses ofthe shared gene
pools of plant or animal populations. "I want to mine
the molecular record ofgenomics," she says. "Because
whatever is there is the story of primitive life—those

first genes have been carried through."
Siefert has resisted easy compartmentalization,

which explains her current position as a faculty fellow

in Rice's statistics department. Siefert comments that
she doesn't quite fit in with either computational bi-
ologists or molecular biologists. "They don't typically
speak to each other," Siefert says. "Which is why this
project is so important. It's integrating them."

Siefert's project investigates one ofthe unique ways
that microbes evolve. Most of us are familiar with
one method of exchanging genetic material—sex. In
sexual reproduction, the genomes of two organisms
combine to produce the genes of a third organism,
and through this process, genes pass from one gen-
eration to the next. But in microbial biology, genes
also can be passed horizontally between otherwise
unrelated organisms of the same generation. The
process is little understood; in fact, it has only been
15 years since molecular biologists conceded that E.

co/i and other bacteria even have sex. Before that,
bacteria were thought to reproduce through clon-
ing. Horizontal gene transfer provides a powerful
way to observe and query evolution at the genetic
level, according to Michael Travisano, an assistant
professor of biology and biochemistry at the Uni-
versity of Houston and one of the co-investigators
on Siefert's project.
"By studying horizontal gene transfer, we can

begin to ask specific, mechanistic questions about
how things evolve," Travisano explains. "What
genes move, why do they move, and what does the
movement say about the organism and the genome?
Is the DNA adapting to the organism or does the
organism adapt to the DNA?"

Scientists have identified two primary methods
of horizontal gene transfer. Bacteria happening on
free DNA while feeding can opt to incorporate it
into their genomes instead of processing it as food.
Viruses, too, can serve as DNA conduits; under the
right conditions, the viral phage will sloppily tran-
scribe a bit of a host's DNA along with its own. The
next host infected by the virus will simultaneously

be "infected" with the old host's DNA.

It turns out that the conditions in Cuatro Cie-

negas provide a living laboratory for studying these

two types of transfer. The pozas are naturally low

in phosphate, one of the primary components of

DNA. Laboratory experiments have shown that when

phosphate is scarce, organisms have a tendency to

gobble it from the environment. Low phosphate
also forces viral phages to be more prudent in DNA
usage, making them less likely to transcribe host

DNA along with their own. By sequencing the

genomes of the bacteria living in the pozas, compar-

ing them, and then subjecting the populations to

different experimental conditions, Siefert and her

team can begin to understand when horizontal gene

transfer happens and how it benefits the organisms

at Cuatro Cienegas.
"Cuatro Cienegas brings together lab and field

work with a bioinformatics hypothesis: do we see

horizontal gene transfer more by transformation and

less by phage in this environment?" says Travisano.

"It ties things together in a way that wouldn't be so

evident at a field site where we didn't have this one

environmental factor that we can assess. The experi-

ment has been going on for 150 million years—we're

just piggybacking off of it."

In addition to examining how lower phosphate
levels affect horizontal gene transfer, Siefert and her
team also are interested in determining how organ-
isms evolve and flourish in this type of environment.
So is NASA, which sent a research director from the
agency's astrobiology project team with Siefert's team
on a visit to Cuatro Cienegas in 2004. "The mix of
nutrients is very different at Cuatro Cienegas than
in other modern aquatic environments," says Siefert.
In fact, the mixture may have more in common with
primitive organic environments. For instance, fossil

evidence indicates that stromatolites once flourished

in Earth's early seas. Today, though, overgrazing by
more complex organisms usually prevents cyanobac-

teria from forming stromatolite hordes. Except at
Cuatro Cienegas. The pozas there provide a window

into what life may have looked like early in Earth's

history—and into what life might look like elsewhere
in the universe.
As mentioned previously, Siefert's project is all

about integration. It brings together the competing
disciplines of computational and molecular biology.
It offers, she says, a way for the average student in
statistics to learn about biology and apply statistics
to biological questions. It is connecting two of
Houston's major research institutions, as well. The
Rice contingent comprises Siefert and Carlos Solis, a
member ofRice's Center for Technology in Teaching
and Learning, who will be heading up educational
outreach programs associated with the project. The
University of Houston is represented by three other
researchers in addition to Travisano—bioinformaticians
George Fox and Yuriy Fofanov and biochemist Maia

Larios-Sanz, who is a native of Mexico City.
Most impressively, the project has interested scientists

nationally and across the border in Mexico—the team
includes bioinformatician Peter Gogarten from the
University of Connecticut, Forest Rohwer from San
Diego State University, and Valeria Souza, a horizontal
gene transfer specialist and professor at the National
Autonomous University of Mexico. Now, it's a mat-
ter of funding. The National Astrobiology Institute
provided $50,000 in seed money, and the team is
trying to interest the National Science Foundation
in funding the project. The research is a finalist for
a Frontiers in Biological Research Grant.
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A Scientist, Not a Politician

One of the most unique qualities of the living labora-

tory ofpozas at Cuatro Cienegas is that the system is

relatively closed. In oceans or streams, where most

microbial ecology has been studied, the water moves

organisms around, making it difficult to draw easy

conclusions about how things are living, growing,

and evolving.
"If you're sitting a mile offshore, then you have

to worry about the shore, you have to worry about

the beach, you have to worry about what's below

you, you have to worry about everything else that's

going on," Travisano says. "In Cuatro Cienegas,

the ecology is rich but bounded. Water comes up,

it cycles around for a couple of miles, and it goes

back down."
But it is that closed nature of the cycle that is

threatened by the economic needs of the surround-

ing community. Cuatro Cienegas, unlike most other

places in Coahuila province, has water that can be

used for irrigation—since the earliest Spanish settle-
ments in the region, canals have been dug to chan-

nel the water elsewhere. Another potential threat is

recreation. Cuatro Cienegas had become a popular

spring break destination, and several of the pozas

serve as year-round swimming holes for the 12,000

people inhabiting the small town of the same name

located just north of the protected basin.

Irrigation and recreation disrupt the flow of

water through the mysterious maze of the basin's

underground aquifers. Siefert notes that while some

geologists have dived into some of the larger sink-

holes to explore the region's hydrology, no conclu-

sions have been reached on how the water's flow is

tied together. "We only know that it is connected,"

Siefert says. "Removing water from the area for any

reason affects everything."
Beto Lugo, a resident of Cuatro Cienegas, knows

this firsthand. He used to make a living harvesting

bat guano from the caves in the surrounding moun-

tains and selling it for use as fertilizer. But starting

in 1968, Lugo reports, the bat guano began to

disappear. "The area used to be marshy, with lots of

mosquitoes and, therefore, lots of bats," Lugo says

through an interpreter. "But it's different now—very

dry." Lugo doesn't blame recreation or irrigation for

the loss of water—he thinks it has more to do with

climate change than anything else. But he does rec-

ognize that pulling water from the region will only

exacerbate the problem.
Lugo has transferred his knowledge of the region,

gleaned from walking it for 73 years, into a new

career as a tour guide to scientists visiting Cuatro

Cienegas. His choice may be the next step in a family

tradition begun by his brother, the late Jose "Pepe"

Lugo-Guajardo, who worked for more than 30 years

with the zoologist W. L. Minckley of Arizona State

University. Minckley's name has been given to some

of the fish swimming in the pozas. Lugo—like Pepe

before him—understands the uniqueness of the

place in which he lives and wants to preserve it. But

doing so pits him against divergent foes—economic

desperation, political nonchalance, and public care-

lessness and ignorance.

"We can't use U.S. government research

funds directly for the benefit of an-

other nation, but we can implement

programs to educate people here and

in Mexico about the area and its unique

biology."
—Janet Siefert

To residents of Cuatro Cienegas, the basin is the

key to riches. Passing the cemetery, Lugo points to

the large mausoleum near the front entrance. "He was

the richest man in town," Lugo says, explaining that

the man buried there made his fortune by harvesting

wax from one of the desert plants and selling it to

candlemakers in the border town of Piedras Negras.

At its heyday, the wax factory employed 3,000 people

in Cuatro Cienegas. Residents also once found work

at the gypsum mines west of town, but the last mine

closed in 2004. Most residents make meager livings

by harvesting mesquite, distilling xotol, and selling

peyote found in the desert. And a few are farmers,

raising cattle and planting alfalfa, both of which re-

quire lots of water.
So how area few signs marking an area as protected

going to dissuade the region's entrepreneurs from

taking what they need? Slowly, community members

like Lugo are teaming with scientists and conserva-

tion groups to enforce regulations and change the

mindset of locals. In November 2000, the Mexican

nature conservation association, Pronatura Noreste,

with the help of the Nature Conservancy, purchased

Rancho Pozas Azuks, effectively cordoning off 7,000

acres in the basin and protecting 130 of the springs.

Several of the protected pools are fenced; these are

the ones that most scientists are studying.

Yet these formal conservation efforts don't keep

the scientists themselves from becoming embroiled in

politics. Valeria Souza, the Mexico-based member of

Siefert's team, has been working in Cuatro Cienegas

for five years. She comments that her research "got

green" because ofthe focus on "protecting this paradise

from the silly use of water in the north of Mexico."

For instance, when Souza learned in 2002 that alfalfa

farmers were going to open 250 wells and tap into a

deep-water source in a valley just south of the basin,

she began a campaign to stop them. "My intuition

told me that the same deep water was nurturing this

amazing ecosystem," she says. A month later, all 250

wells were closed, though Souza reports that dairy

farmers later opened 30 wells. "The battle has gone

on for two years," she says, and while the congress

and governor of Coahuila seem keen to preserve the

region's water, Souza says, "Things are slow."

Siefert's team is taking the political situation into

account in its plans for working in the region. "We

can't use U.S. government research funds directly

for the benefit of another nation," Siefert says. "But

we can implement programs to educate people here

and in Mexico about the area and its unique biol-

ogy." Team members already have attended one

conservation-oriented conference held in the region

in August 2004. The team also expects to launch

an exchange program to bring undergraduate and
graduate students from Mexico to work with U.S.
team members and vice versa. And a team project,
led by Solis, is in the process of developing interactive

learning modules featuring the creatures and ecology

of Cuatro Cienegas. The targets are K-12 students

in both the United States and Mexico, particularly

in Cuatro Cienegas.
"Children instinctively love nature," Siefert says. "We

want them to understand that they've got something

special right in their backyard—and if we can teach

them a little science as well, that's even better."

"The more we can be a positive, active presence

in the region," Siefert says, "the better our chance

to educate the community to hold onto and protect

what they have." •
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Pools like Poza Azul, one of the most photographed of the
pozasin Cuatro Cienegas, seem lifted out of the Caribbean.
The water is crystal clear. Black and yellow tropical fish
dart aboutjust belowthe surface andfeed by poking around
in the white sand lining the bottom of the pools. And just
left of the pool's center is a Owning cave, surrounded by
a treacherous shelf of coral. .

- Yet things are not what`they seem Those fish are
-... Minckley fish, a species found only in Cuatro Ciene- 
r- gas—the gas—the blaciconesareThne and the yellow.female.
..•,The;-"sanci:: is co.mposed*not af,crumbled rock but

of tiny white snails,-another endemic species, and,
to put it delicately, their excrement. The coral is
stromatate, clusters of living cyanobactena The
stromatolite in Poza Azul is estimated to be several
thousand years old And the water is hot—in this
pool, just under 90 degrees.

Life teems in and around the pozas. Look closely,
and you may spot a snake or one of the aquatic tor-
toises native to the region. Each poza has ts own s ,
unique character. Some have reeds, others h \ye lily
pads, some are cloudy, some CIeaL Rice oiogistan4-

--statistician Janet Siefert and her team pos ulate that
these indiviclCial characteristics are dictated by the
pools' smallest residents and the chemicals on which -

..they can feed. Where cyanobactena are'abundant
and the pools are warm, the water is clear. Cloddy: ,'\\;:-.,-\'
blue pools are cooler and deeper; sulfur-rich water
often enters these Obis from the bottom, and the
entries are fringed with black cyanobactena species
that assimilate the sulfur. Reddish pools may harbor
colonies of bacillus, another microbial resident.

\
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[Class: Looking Forward]
by M. Yvonne Taylor • Photos by Tommy LaVergne

Alessandra Gonzalez

I often feel like I'm living life constantly jet-lagged—never
quite getting over what just happened and never quite
knowing what to expect next. For example, my Rice career
took some unusual steps in that I finished my coursework
early enough to take a semester last fall to intern at the State
Department in Washington, D.C. Because I completed my
coursework early, I was able to accept an offer to continue
working with my office until I begin graduate school. I con-
sider myself fortunate to have had the background from Rice
to open these doors to my future.

My latest adventure started last summer. Eager to pursue my
interests in international relations, I gained some relevant
experience through an internship at the James A. Baker III
Institute for Public Policy. Through this internship with the
Americas Project coordinator, Erika de la Garza, I was ex-
posed to the academic perspective of leadership building in
the Western Hemisphere. I spent the latter half of the summer
in D.C., working with Rice's partner on this project, the Orga-
nization of American States. During my time there, I learned
about the challenges as well as unique opportunities open to

multinational organizations.
Then in the fall, while my friends at Rice were ringing in their senior

year with 0-week advising and class shopping, I was thrown into my
present world of international relations at the highest levels. Every day
at the Department of State is a unique opportunity to reaffirm values
and priorities in foreign policy, to work to build consensus with other
U.S. government agencies, and to dialogue with members of the pri-
vate sector and civil society in order to maintain and build strong ties
with other nations. On a daily basis at the State Department, I am able
to see that, as in most of life, effective communication is the key to
successful diplomacy. At times, I am surprised by the opportunities
open to me. Though I have barely finished my college education, I find
myself sitting in meetings with foreign service officers with a lifetime
of experience behind them. Public service, which once was a seminal
inspiration gained from past volunteer trips, has become somewhat of
a newfound professional identity.
Though life after college brings many changes, I know the confi-

dence with which I walk into work every morning stems from the same
Alessandra that I was: a freshman with big dreams at what was then a
gigantic world of possibilities at Rice University. And there is no doubt
in my mind that the opportunities I had at Rice—to learn to consider



Well, w
We've come to the end of our fourth year of tagging along with our Class students.
Of the students profiled in this issue, Alessandra completed her course
work an entire semester before graduation; Will, Aaliya, and Lorenzo have
graduated; and Adaba is spending anotheryear at Rice. Their undergraduate
stories have been as varied and unique as the individual students and so
will be their futures. But one experience connects them all, and that's being
educated at Rice University. In this final installment of Class, we hear about
what these five are looking forward to in their personal lives and careers
as they approach the end of their fourth year at Rice, and we learn about
their perspectives and how Rice has helped them on their paths.

criticallythe beliefs and opinions of others,to be diplomatic in the
face of adversity, and to embrace unforeseen challenges—have
prepared me to face the situations I now find myself in on a daily
basis. I am now in that postcollege haze of early alarm clocks
and late nights at the office known as the "real world," and I am
enjoying every minute of it.

This year, in the midst of the global frenzy of our nation's
capital—a year of inaugurations, cabinet changes, and high
hopes—it seems natural to be looking forward. As I look in the
mirror I see the same girl who, just four years ago as a freshman
in college, confidentthat she had arrived with a purposethatwas
bigger than herself. Experience has only confirmed my opinion
that leadership, at its core, is about learning to love and to serve
others For me, business as usual is expecting the unexpected.
And tomorrow morning, amid the noise and clamor of the city,
I will get up for business as usual maybe not knowing all the
answers or exactly what to expect but with a forward-looking
purpose.

•



Aaliya Yaqub

It's hard to believe that four years can zip by just like that. As
much as I'm sad to leave Rice this May, I'm excited also about
what the future holds. I know that all of my experiences over
the last four years have fueled tremendous personal growth
and have given me perspective on my aspirations and hopes.
Many of my professors at Rice have mentored me through
academic projects tailored to my interests and inclinations.
And although I have been challenged and inspired by my
professors and mentors, much of my personal growth and
learning actually occurred outside of the classroom, where
I was exposed to individuals from a variety of backgrounds,
beliefs, and cultures.

Being a native Californian, I initially found moving to Houston
to be quite a transition; however, the residential college sys-
tem really filled the void of being so far away from family. My
closest friends over the past few years have been roommates,
other Martel college residents, and people I met through ex-
tracurricular activities such as student organizations. Some of
my dearest friends are people I never would have imagined
being close to. At Rice, I've made lifelong friends and formed

Will Conrad

Though I still plan to attend law school and pursue a career in
law, my time at Rice has altered my future plans. Most changes
have been influenced by two groups with which I have spent
my entire four years at Rice: the University Court and Reformed
University Fellowship.

My time on the University Court has given me valuable insight
into people's decision-making processes, howtheyreactto being
caughtviolating the rules,the different priontiesthatpeople hold,
and organizing students behind a common cause. I've discovered
thatthe process by which people make poorly thought-out deci-
sions that result in a U-Court offense usually stem from a lapse
of personal judgment rather than willing maliciousness.

I also have a greater appreciation for consistency in punish-
ment. To formulate a beneficial, rehabilitative punishment for a
specific offense, one must seek understanding of the person's
decision-making patterns and work to keep consistent sanc-
tions to ensure fairness. Maintaining the fairness of a judicial
system is required when people are approached withthe charges
and proposed sanctions agamstthem so thatthey have a proper
sense of what to expect. My experience with the court showed

me that people generally are concerned about how sanctions will
affect their plans and what punishment they will receive and that
people weigh punishments differently based on their characters and
priorities. These differences should be considered because people
value the loss of privileges uniquely. However, those values should
not sway a body from imposing sanctions, or the clarity and fairness
of the judicial system is lost.

Also, from running the U-Court, I learned about organizing people
to fulfill a purpose. As the administrator, my responsibilities involved
presenting the facts of cases to the voting members of the court and
encouraging the court to establish precedented and fair sanctions.
Most of the time, this worked well, but sometimes, diplomacy was
needed to develop consensus.

In mytime with Reformed University Fellowship (RUE), I considered
matters of fellowship, world and life view, dedication to faith, and the
role of personal faith in society. I have gained more appreciation for
the community that the church provides, which, for me, is important
tosustain after college.The continual supportand communityoffered
bythe church congregation has become significantly more important
in my life and has developed in my time at Rice.
RUE also has allowed me to establish my views in line with the



meaningful memories with them.
My desire to study two very different subjects—biology and

English—has been an academic blessing and an expression of
my personality, and I really do feel that I've received a broad and
thorough undergraduate education at Rice. In the future, I see
myself having very different careers and interests as well. I envi-
sion practicing medicine in 10 years, but I know that I will be doing
something very creative on the side. Going into medicine is my
practical career plan, but I have this fantasy of a glamorous and
creative career as well Atthis point, I cannot say whatthis creative
endeavor will be or whether it will entail interior design, fashion
design, or writing, but at this juncture, I am really pleased with my
four years spent at Rice, and I feel quite prepared for the next step
in my educational path.

This fall, I'll be attending medical school in California. It always
has been a dream of mine to be a physician I even remember be-
ing five years old and examining my teddy bear patients as if I were
truly a doctor. I've come a long way since then, and medical school
is actually a pretty exciting step in my career path. I feel just a little
closerto achieving my goal, and that's a good feeling My experience
at Rice definitely has contributed to my goal of being a superb physi-

cian. I think my decision to double major in English and biology
will pay off in medical school and beyond. Biology and all of its
related subjects are highly integrated into medical study, so
hopefully all of those courses and labs that I took at Rice will
help me out during the next few years. Being an English major
really shaped me into an effective,focused, and critical reader,
a skillful writer, and someone with a keen ability to analyze.
These are skills that would benefit anyone.

Only the future will tell what sorts of things actually pan out,
but there is definitely a creative side to me that will not be sup-
pressed. Medicine and fashion may seem like polar opposites,
but so did English and biology. Yet, being an undergraduate at
Rice gave me the confidence to pursue my passions regardless
of whether or notthey were congruent or related. And through
my experience at Rice, I have found that when you exercise all
of your desires, regardless of their disparity, you really stretch
your potential and find the experience highly fulfilling.

Reformed tradition. I have a greater appreciation for church

tradition and past Christian theology, which I find relevantto the

circumstances of the world today. My belief in the hope of the

Gospel of Christ and its message of ultimate salvation gives me

a firm foundation from which to make decisions, both personally

and in terms of a legal career.
Finally, I have pondered the interaction between a more

personal faith and its connection to and appropriate position in

society. I believe that my decisions generally must stem from my

religious convictions. I supportthe religious freedoms enjoyed in

the United States, and I have no interest in establishing a "state

church" or in imposing Judeo-Christian laws on the nation.

However, I hope that each member of society is free to express

his or her beliefs and allowed to make decisions, within some

bounds, based on those beliefs.
As I leave Rice, I hope to continue to define myself by my

beliefs and experiences. I think that every learning experience
after Rice, whether in or out of the classroom, will be notably
enhanced and enriched by my participation on the Rice U-Court
and with Reformed University Fellowship.
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About a month ago, I posed a question to a friend in the
midst of writing herseniorthesis: "Which question is worse:
'How's your thesis coming?' or 'What are you doing next
year?— My own answer is obvious only because I chose
not to do a thesis; nonetheless, when I first sat down to
write where my Rice education has taken me and where it
will lead me in the future, I unsurprisingly stumbled. Then
a kind and generous friend helped me put aside my frustra-
tion by pointing out the simple truth that limitless horizons
can sometimes be quite limiting. The trouble I was facing
in writing this article stemmed from having so much that I
wanted to say, and I owe thanks for this in large part to my
time spent at Rice.

I said to my friend, "I should be lucky that Rice has given me
a firm sense of direction even if I don't know exactly what I
want to do or where I want to end up." !found myself reread-
ing this advice after lecturing another friend (my life at Rice,
it should be observed, would be nothing without my many
magnificentfriends), who was deciding where he wanted to
study abroad and carping that there were too many places

he wanted to explore. He and I were in the same place, both stifled
by the prospect of so many choices. The cycles that have marked my
life have driven me to this same crossroads again wherein I have a
myriad of opportunities, all of which I want to pursue and only one of
which I can ultimately choose. But now I am proud to say that rather
than balk at these possible futures and feel sad that I have to decide
to walk down only one potential path, I am going to take a step back,
take a deep breath—something Rice doesn't always afford time to
do—and celebrate the fact that I actually find myself at this intersec-
tion. Thanks to Rice and to the people I have met along my way thus
far, I have boundless life choices, some of which will undoubtedly be
difficult to make—but would that everyone on this planet be so lucky
as I am to have them.
Myfreshman year, I did something I hope to rememberforever. I was

encouraged to volunteer at an AIDS hospice in Montrose during the
holidays, to share a meal with some of those who found themselves
under this place's care. While at the hospice, I told a man there that
I attended Rice. "You must be an engineer," he observed. I now am
in a position to correct this man and anyone else who stereotypes
Rice as a school strictly for science and engineering because I am a
proud graduate of the university's School of Social Sciences, where

tas been a good experience, and I have experimented with
ivarious areas of study. But it also has not been easy; the aca-
demics have been tough, and when combined with the other
,challenges of maturing into adulthood, I feel that I really have
been stretched. I truly know that I have grown during the time

ye been

eeing that I've near y comp eted my hoursfor my French studies
major, I will be concentrating on Spanish and African studies.
Since Rice doesn't offer a formal African studies major, I will
continue to work closely with Dr. Elias Bongmba, professor
of religious studies of Africa, and take courses that relate to
the field. Dr. Bongmba is the teacher—sponsor of Rice African
Students Association (RASA), and I was vice president of RASA
last year. It was during this time that I realized that I wanted to
know more about Africa than I already did. Although I'm from
Kenya, and I know a lot about my home country, I never really



I was given a thorough and rigorous liberal arts education that .,••
I would not trade for anything. My ability to think critically has ,
been strengthened, my desireto explore new avenues of learning
just for the sheer pleasure of it continues unabated, and I feel
ready to move on and use what I've learned. I was told when I
came here that the Rice education was unparalleled, but only
now does the magnitude of that truth finally hit me.

Although I am faced with and will continue to confront great
and difficult decisions in my life—the most immediate of which
is where I want to spend the next two to three years of my life
working for what I believe in—of one thing lam sure: I have life
chances that are the envy of most people, and I am so lucky to
have them. For this, I owe Rice thanks.

learned much else about the other countries in Africa, especially
since I haven't even visited more than four countries on the continent.
When I was VP of RASA, I was exposed to other African cultures, in
countries I knew nothing about apart from where they were on the
map My lack of knowledge is something I wish to change. With the
hours I need to graduate, I will be able to discover more about that
part of the world as well as increase my fluency in Spanish.

After I graduate, I would like to work first then go back to school to
get a master's. I believe working firstwill give me a more practical point
of view. My interests are to work within government—especially in
foreign affairs—or international agencies such asthe United Nations.
After all, languages and mystudies of and exposureto various cultures
are my forte, and I want to take advantage of that. While completing
my degree program over the coming year, I plan to seek opportunities
for a position or internship with those types of organizations.

However, I also am focusing on various opportunities that may
open up to me in due course. When I worked for McCann-Erickson
in Kenya during summer 2003, I developed an interest in marketing
and communications. Through some family connections, I now have
the chance to go to Hong Kong for about a year to work for a market-
ing and communications company. So it is possible that I will be able

to intern in that department. The advantage of this option

would be learning a new language and a new culture, and
it's an opportunity I almost can't pass up. That said, Chinese

will most likely make an appearance in my class schedule

next year.
In the meantime, lam planning to spend the whole summer

studying abroad in Sevilla, Spain. I am really looking forward

to that because what better way to improve in a language

than go to its country of origin? There,! will be taking classes

in Spanish language and culture as well as in international

marketing. I also will have the opportunity to travel around

Europe and visit one of my really good friends who lives in

Paris. Since the program ends at the beginning of August,

I will visit Kenya for a week or two to touch base with my

friends and family before returning to Rice.

So, like a boomerang, Rice, I will be back! And I'm looking

forward to it.
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By Chris Warren
Photography. Tommy LaVergne

Shell's Lynn Elsenhans reaches out to the world and comes home to Houston.

rill It was a hectic two weeks. Since climbing aboard a plane inII! her hometown of Houston, Lynn Laverty Elsenhans had, quite

literally, been on a world tour. Journeying first through Australia,

4tia Malaysia, and Singapore, she then skipped all the way across

the globe to the Netherlands, Britain, Germany, and Denmark

before making it back to Texas.
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j-F,lsenhans isn't a rock star, and she wasn't on a package tour concocted by a maniacal travel agent. As the newly

promoted executive vice president of global manufacturing for Royal Dutch Shell Oil Company's downstream

  group, she is seasoned to these sorts of whirlwind journeys. "I have responsibility for Shell's refining business

and chemicals manufacturing worldwide," Elsenhans '78 says from her home, just hours after getting off the plane

from Europe and reuniting with her husband, John. "I was on the road for two weeks because I went to 12 plants

around the world. That's what I do."

Her new position makes Elsenhans an integral part of Shell's business worldwide,

so that pace is likely to continue. Now, instead of focusing only on the company's

activities in the United States, she has assumed international responsibilities.

It is a grueling, demanding job for this math—science major. But it's also one

that's vitally important to Shell. In fact, Elsenhans has perhaps the most imporiant

task imaginable at the energy company: ensuring that Shell's plants and refineries

have the top safety and environmental performance in the industry while reliably

producing oil and chemical products for Shell's customers.

The Right Stuff

That Shell has turned to Elsenhans for this pivotal job is hardly surprising.

She has been with the company for a quarter century, since earning an MBA

at Harvard Business School in 1980. From the start, the company expected big

things. "Lynn was brought into Shell as part of a program that was focused

on recruiting people with MBAs, high academic credentials, and high talent

packages," says Steve Miller, a Rice Board of Trustees member and one of

Elsenhans's first supervisors at Shell. "We targeted folks who we thought had

the tool kits to be successful."

They were tight about Elsenhans. In her tenure at the company, she has attained

positions with steadily increasing authority and responsibility. After starting her

career at the U.S. headquarters in Houston and then moving to the Deer Park

refinery near Houston, Elsenhans has had assignments in virtually every aspect

of the company's business—from manufacturing and marketing to strategic plan-

ning—and in locations from Singapore to London. Most recently, she served as

country chair—the Anglo—Dutch company's top representative in America—and

as president and CEO of Shell Oil Products U.S.

It's an enviable career trajectory made even more remarkable by the fact that

it occurred in an environment that has not always been encouraging to women.

"When I first started, there weren't many women here, and women's credibil-

ity was very much questioned," says Elsenhans. "In the roles that I had, there

always was this feeling that I was being watched very closely and couldn't make

a mistake."

Much has changed since the early 1980s, thanks at least in part to the success

of women like Elsenhans. As she has risen in the corporate hierarchy, she has

made a concerted effort to pave the way for women who followed, mentoring

them and helping establish women's networking opportunities within Shell.

"Lynn has been a tremendous supporter of women," says Jo Pease, Shell USA's

corporate chief ethics and compliance officer, who worked closely with Elsenhans

in implementing an ethics and compliance program and the women's employee

network within the company. "She helped give women a true chance to show

their talents, and she made sure that their contributions don't get lost by people

at senior levels."

Clearly, Elsenhans's contributions have been hard to miss, and she sees her

new, more global role within Shell as yet another opportunity to contribute. It's

a position, she says, that has required a career's worth of preparation. "I feel the

kinds ofjobs I've had have prepared me to do this. I've had international assign-

ments, I've been a plant manager, I've been the head of refining in the United

States, and I have run large businesses for Shell in both oil products and chemi-

On the Move

It wasn't only her career experience that prepared Elsenhansforthis expansive

new role. Indeed, it would be easy to argue that her upbringing more than

nudged her toward a nomadic life of achievement and barrier breaking in the

energy industry. In fact, oil is in her blood.

Elsenhans's father spent his career in a variety of research and marketing jobs

for Exxon USA, now ExxonMobil, and his work kept the family moving. Lynn

was born in New Jersey, but a job opportunity for her father at Humble Oil in

Houston prompted the family to move south. The family returned to New Jersey

and then had another stint in Houston. When she finished her sophomore year

of high school, it was time to move again, this time to Westport, Connecticut.

"That was the hardest move," she recalls. "I had been involved in a lot of things

in Houston, and it was difficult to leave and restart everything."

There were advantages to the moves, though. Not only did they help her learn

to be adaptable, but also the Texas and Connecticut high schools had comple-

mentary academic strengths. "The schools I went to in Texas were strong in

math and science, and I found that I was ahead in those subjects when I got to

Connecticut," she says. "The schools in Connecticut actually were much stronger

in foreign languages, English, and history. By the time I got to Rice, I felt like I

had a well-balanced education."

But if Elsenhans had listened to her high school guidance counselor, she may

never have ended up at Rice. Raised in a family that valued education, she never

had any doubt that she would go to college, and when it came time to start

investigating schools, she immediately thought of Rice. She still had friends in

Houston, and she had known other people who had attended the school. She

was attracted to its reputation in math, engineering, and science as well as to its

size. "I liked the idea of a much smaller school," she says. "I was involved in a lot

of things in high school, but I wasn't very social. The residential college system

seemed like it would be a good fit for me."

Most of the students in Elsenhans's high school were focused on getting into

the Ivy League or other northeastern universities, so when Elsenhans mentioned

that her top choice for college was Rice, the guidance counselor knew very little

about it. Even after he had done research, he wasn't exactly encouraging. "He

looked up some things on selectivity and said, 'I'm not sure you'll get into this

place,'" she recalls. "I said, 'Well, I'm going to try." She got in.

Happy to be back in Houston, Elsenhans embraced every aspect of life at Rice.

She played on the school's first women's intercollegiate basketball team, she was

in the band, she was elected to student government, she was the sports editor

for the Thresher, and she was a student representative on the Examinations and

Standings Committee. And yes, somehow she still managed to find time to excel

in school and become, while not an extrovert, at least social in a way she had

never been before. "For me, it was the total experience, both inside and outside

the classroom," she says. "It was absolutely excellent for me."

There also were glimmers of the kind of success she would later achieve. "She

was rather unassertive and unassuming," remembers Ronald Stebbings, who was

master of Jones College. "She was not forceful in the sense that some are." Yet

Stebbings noticed that when she did assert herself, people took notice. "People

listened carefully when she spoke because she gathered her thoughts and had

something useful to say."
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Lori Herlin '78, a classmate and fellow math-science major, was struck by the

steely determination Elsenhans had, even as an 18-year-old. On the basketball

team, which did not win a lot of games, her competitiveness came out. "She hung

in there and worked very hard and didn't like it when they lost," recalls Huhn.

-That kind of intensity and focus you could see early on." Not that Elsenhans

was a fun-averse grind, says Herlin. "Over time, she developed more socially

and was more outgoing. She had lots of fiends and hung out with people from

lots of colleges."
Looking back now., Elsenhans can easily point to the many ways she believes

Rice prepared her for her career and life. What she remembers from the class-

room, she says, isn't so much specific lessons but the way teachers encouraged

students to work through problems. "The thing that has helped me the most is

critical thinking," she explains. "Rice is very much oriented toward developing

people from young adults into adulthood through critical thinking rather than

training in specifics."
In class, whether the professor was Ken Kennedy, Terry Doody, or Franz Brot-

zen, and also at Jones College, Elsenhans knew that her thinking and assumptions

would be challenged. "It was about how to go about solving a problem and

communicating a logical and persuasive argument," she says. "They taught you

how to approach a problem and get the data you could and be able to go forward

even if you didn't have all the data you ne ded or wanted. It's a classic business

situation: you never have everything you need."

The practice she had juggling academics, athletics, band,

and all her other activities also was good training for some-

one who eventually would manage thousands of employees

in time zones around the world. "I did a lot of things," she

says. "Learning how to organize my time and make good

on commitments and not overextend has really helped me

going forward."

Mapping a Career

Elsenhans was accomplished, and after leaving Rice in

1978 she went directly to Harvard Business School, an

unusual move because Harvard typically expects MBA

students to have at leasttwo years of work experience. By

the time she finished in Boston—marking 18 consecutive

years of formal education—she was more than ready to

make the leap into the work world. But what to do?

In some ways, she says, her options were limited. Since she had minimal real-

world experience, the only companies that were eager to interview her were big

ones in the pharmaceutical, chemical, and the energy industries. Weighing those

choices, she thought carefully about how she could make an impact in the world.

It sounds corny, but it really mattered to me to work for something that made

a difference," she says. "I couldn't think of anything that had more of an impact

on our society than energy."

Ultimately, the choices narrowed to two: Exxon, her father's old employer,

and Shell. Both companies had good reputations and corporate ethics, factors

that were key to her. In Shell, though, Elsenhans saw the opportunity to reach

her goal in a shorter time—the goal of running part of the business and having

responsibility for resource allocation, strategic direction, and managing a bottom

line. Besides, Exxon wanted her to work in New York, and Shell offered her a

job in Houston. It made the decision that much easier.

Despite the fact that Elsenhans was among a select group of recruits, noth-

ing was guaranteed. She faced a skeptical male-dominated culture when she

arrived in the 1980s. Shell employee Tommy Weatherly recalls his reaction to

being asked to report to Elsenhans when she became manager of the Deer Park

chemical plant in 1985. "To be honest, I didn't know how it would be, working

for a woman," he says. "I grew up in a world where, if something was cooked

on the stove, mom cooked it, and Wit was cooked on the barbecue, dad did it.

A lot of people said I wouldn't take the job because they didn't think I could

work for a woman."

But Elsenhans won Weatherly over with her candor and hard work. "She was

the straightest of shooters," he says. "She wouldn't act like she knew everything

just because of her position. She would listen to people, articulate the business

goals and the individual goals, get agreement, and then hold people account-

able." If she wasn't sure of something or said something that turned out to be

untrue, she'd admit it. "Not many bosses will tell you that they're wrong," says

Weatherly, who still works with Shell.

It's a trait that Elsenhans has maintained throughout her career. "She tells

you what she thinks. If she doesn't like what you're doing, she tells you about

it," says Herlin, not only a former classmate but now a colleague. "Some people

might think she's difficult to work with or hard on people. I'd say she demands

high quality. If you're trying to hide stuff, you're going to be in trouble because

she'll find out quick."

While some find that blunt, straightforward manner refreshing, others recoil

at it. And that's something Elsenhans has grappled with. But she has come to

recognize that her frankness is simply the result of her attempt to assert herself

in an environment where she was a distinct minority. "Up until a certain time,

a lot about work was making sure people knew I was credible, that I knew my

stuff. So there was a lot about not being wrong," she says. That changed for her

10 years ago, when she led a team charged with reshaping the company's culture

to be more inclusive and receptive to ideas. That effort transformed Elsenhans

as well as the culture. "I still believe you have to have a good track record, but

it doesn't mean you can never make a mistake. The real lesson for me, however,

was giving up the need to be right. When you open your-

self to other points of view, you learn more and are more

effective as a leader."

Navigating Across Cultures

For the first 19 years of her career with Shell, Elsenhans

was happily ensconced in Houston. If anything, shefigured

thatany international assignmentwould send herto London

or The Hague—the international corporate centers for

Shell. But then, in 1999, she was made president and CEO

of Shell Oil Products East in Singapore.

It ended up being a real turning point and a great train-

ing ground for the work she recently has begun. "It was

really one of the highlights of my career. I had a big job,

the refining and marketing job for Shell in Asia Pacific and

the Middle East-37 countries, 11 time zones," she notes.

"It was an incredible opportunity to travel and experience

other cultures."
Elsenhans's travel wasn't as a tourist, though; she needed to learn how to relate

to employees and other managers from across the region in order for the company

to succeed. What she discovered is that people want the same thing, be they from

Houston, Singapore, Saudi Arabia, or anywhere else. "Most people want the

hope that tomorrow is going to be better than today," she says. "They want to

be part of something bigger than themselves, they want to know their role, and

they want to reach their potential and be recognized for what they do."

Within that framework, she says, leaders have to understand the cultural cues
that allow people to achieve their goals. It involves learning what respect looks

like in different cultures and how to show people you care to hear their opinions.

For instance, she says, in Asia it's vital for someone not to lose face. "In Western

cultures, respectfully disagreeing can be a sign of respect. What it says is, I respect

your opinion enough to engage and disagree with it," she explains. "In some of

the eastern cultures you have to be careful how you do that. You can disagree,

but it always has to be oblique, so that somebody does not lose face."

While her work will continue to take her all over the world, Elsenhans is de-

lighted to be based in Houston after four years overseas. It always has been home

for her, but perhaps never more so than now. Her parents live in the city, as do

her brother and numerous friends from Rice. Her husband, an energy consul-

tant, is the director of Energy Programs for Executive Education at Rice's Jesse

H. Jones Graduate School of Management. Being in Texas allows her to stay

involved with Rice as well, most notably as a member of the board of trustees and

as a member of the board of overseers for the Jones School, and that's something

she appreciates. "It's good to be home," she says. •
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One Moment in Time Expanded

Every picture tells a story, and the one hinted at by Diego Velazquez'sfamed

1656 painting Las Meninas is among the most provocative. Rather than

pose his subjects with the pomp and pageantry expected in royal portraits,

the artist depicts a relatively candid scene from the royal household at

Alcazar. The painting feels like a causal snapshotthat was taken 400 years

ago and that happens to include the family of Phillip IV of Spain.

The Infanta Dona Margarita is ac-
companied by two ladies in wait-
ing, Isabel Velasco and Agustina
Sarmiento. The dwarf Maria Bar-

bola stands by another dwarf, a

boy, who rubs a giant mastiff with

his foot. The duenna, Marcela

de Ulloa, and an unknown man

converse in the background. In a

doorway to the rear, we see the

queen's quartermaster pausing on

the steps, turning to look at the

scene. A mirror hanging on the

back wall of the room reflects the

infanta's parents, King Philip IV

and Queen Mariana of Austria.
If anybody looks out of place

in this slice-of-life scene, it is

the artist. Velazquez has painted
himself standing at his easel next

to the infanta and looking out
at the viewer, who sees the back
of the canvas he is painting. We
don't quite know who or what
Velazquez is painting—is it the
king and queen, who we see re-
flected in the mirror? In the logic
of the painting's composition, the
king and queen reflected on the
far wall would be standing in the
same location as the viewer, and
in this way, Velazquez draws the
viewer into his painting.

Artist Eve Sussman became

fascinated with Las Meninas on

a trip to the Museo Nacional del

Prado in Madrid. In her video

work at Rice Gallery, 89 Seconds at

Alcazar, Sussman turns the paint-

ing into a kind of tableaux vivant.

But she doesn't just recreate the

Sussman conjures a behind-the-

scenes tour for her viewers. Her

team built the set for the video in

a Brooklyn garage and shot it over

a period of four days. She cast ac-

tors for the roles of the painting's

subjects, hired a choreographer

to design their movements, and

employed a costume designer to

re-create their 17th-century cloth-

ing. The production values rival
a studio motion picture, but the
result is something quite different.

Sussman's work was a standout
at the 2004 Whitney Biennial.
The I2-minute loop was shot
in high definition digital video
using a Steadicam. The camera
moves slowly but agilely through

89 Seconds is riveting—not because of
the specific events portrayed but be-
cause of the mystery and rich sense of
place Sussman evokes.

painting with costumed actors.

The room is filled with royal fam-

ily, servants, and hangers on, and

it reeks of palace intrigue—there

are muttered conversations, devi-

ous and malign expressions, and

body language that speaks of ma-

nipulation and dangerous liaisons.

Sussman, too, draws the viewer

into her work as she imagines the

moments just before and after the

painting.

the scene, offering a butterfly's
view—sometimes homing in on

faces and sometimes on minute

details like the fabric of a sleeve.

The dwarf Maria, played by a

man, leans forward to tend the

glow of an audibly crackling fire.

Figures move and whisper to each

other, their words just short of in-

telligible. The audio is haunting;

the rustling of skirts is cut with

the sound of a human heartbeat.

The surround sound of the gal-
lery and the lushness of the high
definition video envelop and ab-
sorb the viewer.

Slowly the characters mingle
and move about the studio, finally
taking their places at the dra-
matic climax, when they coalesce
into a freeze-frame that matches
Velazquez's painting: the infanta
looks up to see her parents, Ve-
lazquez looks out from his canvas,
the boy scratches the dog, the
quartermaster pauses on the stairs,
the king and queen are visible in
the mirror.

For a moment, everything is
just like the painting, then in-
evitably, the figures move on and
the camera continues to follow as
the players disperse. But through
clever camerawork and editing,
the scene shifts back to Maria
bending over the fire, and it all
starts again as the video loops,
endlessly trapping the figures in
the brief minutes surrounding the
painting's scene.
89 Seconds is riveting—not be-

cause of the specific events por-
trayed but because of the mystery
and rich sense of place Sussman
evokes. We sense undercurrents
of emotion that rim through the
palace and between these charac-
ters—but we only sense it. Noth-
ing is spelled out; everything is
ambiguous, providing rich fodder
for the viewer's imagination.
Velazquez would, no-doubt,
appreciate it. •

—Kelly Klaasmeyer
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Melissa King's introduction to college theater came in the form of
signs, posted around campus, advertising auditions. "I never did
theater in high school," the senior recalls. But the signs caught her
eye, and a mere week into her Rice career, she landed the role of Eliza
Doolittle, the cockney lead in Hanszen College's fall 2002 production
of My. Fair Lady.
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"Theater always has been my creative release.
I was very involved in theater when I was in high school,

and I wanted to continue once I got to Rice."

My Fair Lady was far from the only college

show getting off the ground that August, and

King was far from the only one trying out.

Almost every residential college puts on one

show each year, sometimes more, and behind

these productions lie stories that are unscripted

and improvised. From securing the rights to

the script to building the set, every aspect

of a production is attacked in less than eight

weeks by students who already are busy simply

being students. These productions are put on

with small budgets and performed in converted

college commons to an audience of friends

seen daily and people never met.

Some colleges produce musicals, others plays.

Some of the scripts are student written, others

are famous. Students at Baker College have pulled

together a Shakespeare work every spring—with

one exception—since 1970. BakerShake, as it

is known, has become one of Baker's proudest

traditions, permeating its culture to such an extent

that the Bard's portrait now stands permanent
watch over the college commons.
No matter how big or small a show is, making

it a reality is an incredibly intense experience, and

the first time around, no one really knows what
kind of commitment—in both time and emo-

tion—they are making. There are rehearsals almost
every weeknight for half a semester, and for many

people, scratching out enough time between class,
study, and sleep can sometimes become the most

challenging part of a production.
By the end, no matter how they got involved

or what they were expecting, everyone is doing

more than they bargained for.

—Cielo Contreras

Dramatis Personae

Actors spend the first rehearsals reading through

the script and getting to know the characters,

soon afterward breaking into groups to work

on characterization and scenes.

Finding the core of a character can be one of an
actor's most difficult tasks. "The hardest thing was

the full range of emotions," says Victor Udoewa,
a mechanical engineering graduate student who
played the lead in BakerShake's 2004 Othello.
"Othello goes through the greatest range of
emotions, from such highs to such lows. I didn't

know if I could do it, so that's why I decided I

should. It was a challenge."

Some people play a single bit role and move
on. Other people, like Cielo Contreras, search out
dramatic opportunities immediately after arriving
at Rice, throw themselves in, and never emerge.

"Theater always has been my creative release,"

she says. "I was very involved in theater when

I was in high school, and I wanted to continue

once I got to Rice."

From acting to directing, Contreras has taken

on a multitude of theater tasks, serving, for ex-

ample, as both producer and stage manager for

Jones College's spring 2004 musical, Assassins.

Fulfilling more than one set of responsibilities

is common—directors produce and act, while

actors run from the orchestra pit to the stage

and back.
And although college theater is overwhelmingly

an undergraduate game, others in the Rice com-

munity can and do join in—graduate students,

professors, resident associates, and alumni alike.

In My Fair Lady, physics and astronomy professor

Paul Stevenson played the part of Colonel Picker-

ing. "He was great to work with," recalls King,

who played opposite him. "Everyone seemed
really comfortable working with him." Other
professors, such as Bill Wilson and Jim Young,
both in electrical and computer engineering, do
valuable technical work behind the scenes.

Unlike other productions, BakerShake almost
always calls in an outside director to take the
reins, usually an alumnus. But sometimes a pro-
fessional arrives to teach his craft, such as Alan
David, a Royal Shakespeare Company director
who traveled from England to Rice to direct
1989's As You Like It. He was forced to return
to England before the show closed because of

contract obligations, but Joseph ̀Chepe' Lockett

'93 remembers a thankful cast calling him across

the Atlantic: "He was glowing, we were glowing,

and the phone bill was immense."

Lockett, now a Montessori teacher, has been

involved in every BakerShake since 1988, includ-

ing directing 2003's King Lear. He's one of the

many alums who, as an undergrad, got a first taste

with a small acting or technical role and stayed

involved either at Baker or other amateur theaters

after graduation.

Despite the abundant love these people share

for the craft, most do not consider taking it on

professionally, instead concentrating on com-

pleting their degrees. But there are those who

decide otherwise.

Kevin Brown, alumni director of2004's Othello,

received his BS in electrical engineering in 2003.

Arriving at Rice, he thought, much like his parents,

that "art in general was something wonderful

that you did on the side." He can tell you exactly

where he was when he realized otherwise: "I was

walking through the arch in George R. Brown

on the way to Hamman Hall, and it struck me. I

actually want to be an actor." He continued work-

ing on his degree, but he admits that it wasn't his

top priority—theater was, consuming more and
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Jim Ross and Delo Contreras rehearse for Reckless.

more of his free time after school work until he
was doing little else.
"Many kids are so smart; they're cheered on by

their parents in science and engineering," Brown
says. "Parents want their children to be taken care
of and not be starving artists. Living paycheck to
paycheck is hard, and they know that." This, he
believes, is one reason people who are so theatri-
cally talented and driven attend Rice rather than
a professional theater school.
Brown made the difficult choice to pursue

theater as a career, but the fact that most do

not follow that path and find other rewarding

careers is fine with Lockett. "I'd rather have a

school turning out hordes of talented, devoted

amateurs," he says, "who, as adults, will support

theater as audience members or independent

theater players, than another school devoted to

turning out a small number of professionals for

an already-crowded profession."

The hardest part is finding the core of your

character.

Technical Boundaries

As the clock ticks down to opening, the

actors are joined at rehearsals by techies.

From stage-hand to lighting tech, these are

the people who make the production tick.

And it can be a real challenge. "It's difficult

for people with no experience to design and

build a set," says King.

The techies saw, hammer, lug, improvise, design
props, and hang lights from lifts towering high
above the floor. During performances, they dress
in black and hide, but without them the audience
would be blind and deaf. "What seems to be little
pieces to the audience, like sound cues," says
Lockett, "can be immensely difficult and time-

consuming to pull together."
All that effort should be invisible to the audience,

which, after all, only notices shrieking feedback or

an accidentally lit scene change, never things that

go right. And while that is as it should be, it still

leaves the techies feeling unappreciated. Perhaps

to get back at those in the limelight, techies often
look at actors as case studies of Murphy's Law:

"If an actor can mess it up, he will."
The most striking fact about college theater is

the venue. Strictly speaking, there is no theater,
only a college commons with a plywood stage
to one side. This becomes especially clear during
the mandatory breaks for meals—other people's
meals—during set construction, when fellow
students step over lumber and tools as they carry
food-laden trays to their seats. "I think it's great
that a college can build a stage and create a whole
other world in a space that's used everyday," says
Contreras.

Performing in a commons imposes a lot of
limitations, as does the tight time frame and
even tighter budget. Creativity is thought of as
the disavowal of limitations: office workers are
urged to "think outside of the box" and children
to "draw outside the lines." But creativity is born
of constraints and of working around them. In
King Lear, the throne moved about the stage as
the play progressed and turned upside down and
sideways to serve multiple purposes, not only as an
exercise in economy, but "literally showing 'playing
with power," Lockett explains. "With no fixed
stage, there's lots of room for innovation, which
is a boon to directors as well as to actors."

Performing in such a small space makes for
an intimate experience, and this gives college
theater so much of its energy. In Hanszen's My
Fair Lady, Freddy, Eliza's foppish suitor, sits in
the audience during the first act. He remains there
through intermission, chatting with curious and
adoring audience members until his entrance in
the second act.

It's hard to imagine this happening in a profes-
sional production where there is a stage and an
audience, and the barrier between them is rarely
breached. But college theater is all about crossing
these boundaries—commons and theater, audi-
ence and stage, student and actor.

Panic

We are starting to get a little nervous. Our head
carpenter has drawn up a contingency set design.
We begin building on Sunday. Saturday we hang
the pipes and instruments for the lights. And this
weekend we also HAVE to begin cutting and sew-
ing costumes. The backstage is experiencing the
more or less expected strain that kicks in about now,
accompanied by shortfalls in communication, lost
tempers, and a lot of scampering.

Although this is from the production diary of

Karin Kross, assistant director ofBakerShake's 1997
The Winter's Tale, the tribulations she describes
could be from any production. As opening day
looms closer and closer, rehearsals can run until
2 AM, and some crew members can spend up to

12 hours a day in the commons.
But as the people scribbling on problem sets

during rehearsal can attest, there also are classes,

homework, and exams to be tended to. "People
are doing plays," Brown says, "but they also are
working really hard elsewhere. As a director, you
have to respect that. It's a balance that you work
hard to create."

During the final weeks, this balance often
starts to break down. Some begin to question
whether they were initially mislead about the time
required, and even those who have been through
it before start to wonder anew what they've
gotten themselves into. Everyone is angry and
nervous because they're emotionally invested in
a production that has taken over their lives, filling
all of the hollow spaces between eating, sleeping,
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and class. As emergency after emergency rears

up, the possibility of failure becomes simultane-

ously more terrible and more likely. In Othello,

director Kevin Brown was forced to take over

the part of Brabantio mere days before opening,

when the previously cast actor didn't work out.

In the course of a few days, he had to memorize

all the lines and integrate himself with the cast.

"I couldn't stand it," he admits.

College theater is messy, full of compromises,

and improvised, but all art is born of pain.

More rehearsal. More bug-stomping of lines, fine-

tuning the blocking, tightening down the pacing,

andgenerally cleaning the bastard up. This is when

you start to feel a bit desperate and start thinking

thoughts that usually begin with, "Well, it won't be

so bad as long as we. . . ."

It'll all pull together. Right? Right.

Opening

It's opening night. Hopefully everything will

work....

Cast and crew rush about, converting a place

of eating and conversation to a place of theater

and art—hauling chairs, dragging tables, taping

up black scrim—frantically wedging a complete

transfiguration into one chaotic hour. After the

chairs are more or less arranged properly and a

cash box and a stack of photocopied playbills

are set up outside, people start to file in.

The house lights go down, and the orchestra

strikes up. Depending on the show, there can

be as few as three people or as many as 25 in

the pit, and invariably, many are members of

the Marching Owl Band. "They tend to keep

everything a little more fun," says Athena

Stacy, an astrophysics senior and veteran of

two productions. During a pause in the music
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in Kiss Me Kate, MOBsters would throw in a

different set of famous bars every night—for

instance from The Little Mermaid.

"Opening night is so exciting," King says.

"When you finally act in front of people, you

realize it was worth it. It's so much fun." As

each minor hurdle is cleared, cues successfully

hit, and scenes successfully changed, cast and

crew realize for the first time that their play actu-

ally has come together. The rush of adrenaline

gives way to pride, and frustration, panic, and

fatigue subside as each member of the cast and

crew says to themselves, "I did this. We did

this." Because look: The audience is attentively

fixed on the stage; these people are moved and

entertained. This is what it all was for.

And it is a lot of fun. Rice in-jokes often are

worked into scripts, poking fun at SEs or ad-

ministration officials. Wiess's Hello, Hamlet!, a

homegrown parody of Shakespeare's tragedy, is

the extreme example: A recent version featured

an entire song titled, "Bye, Bye Gillis." The

show is a Wiess tradition performed at four-year

intervals so that every student has a chance to

participate. Brown, talking about this type of

show, says, "I find that there is a more 'kooky'

air to college theater. These people are not

super serious. They don't have a ton of drive

to be in theater, and it's not what they want
to do for the rest of their lives. But they do it

anyway, and they enjoy it."

These shows also demonstrate the strengths

of the residential college system and why it

is important. The colleges provide a ready-

made source of support, and the shows create

a sense of community and pride—there might

be student-run theater without colleges, but

there would be less, and it would mean less.

"Theater allows people to come together and

work as a team," says Contreras.

"What lasts are the bonds formed between

people, the memories of triumphs and mistakes

,nnabell Bay

and saved-by-the-skin-of-your-teeth moments,"

Lockett says. "You may never play Leontes again,

but for those two weeks, you've changed him,

and for the rest of your life, he changes you."

Strike

Strike begins even as the last applause echoes

off the common's walls. The overhead lights

flicker on, and the cast and crew approach

with power drills and hammers to tear down

the set.

The boards are heavy, the words light. The

production members laugh one last time at

inside jokes and grimace again at missed cues,

hauling the refuse to a basement throughout

the night. By morning, all will be gone—stage

lights no longer hanging over dinner and tables

no longer crowded together. People will walk

freely again, with no need step over a stage

with their lunch trays.

But reintegration into normal college life

can take time, and musical numbers won't stop

playing inside of heads for a few weeks. "There

is suddenly all this new free time," recalls Stacy.

"It's confusing and a little unnerving."

But while it lasted, it was a wild ride.

"A bunch of people get together and work

their rears off," Lockett says. "They spend sleep-

less nights designing or building or decorating

elaborate sets, memorizing hundreds of lines,

and preparing a two-hour-long experience for

crowds of people, some of whom they know

but many of whom they don't.

"And then, pod! In one night, it's gone." •
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The London stage actors who performed on

campus last spring left audiences raving about

their scaled down production of Othello. But

the troupe left an even greater mark on students

through the actors' visits to Rice classrooms.

Actors from the London Stage, a touring
troupe of five actors from such prestigious
companies as the Royal Shakespeare Com-
pany, were in-residence here in mid-March,
performing Othello three times and sitting in
on more than two dozen classes.

The actors visited many theater
and English classes, including
Dennis Huston's Shakespeare

on Film, which compares Shake-

speare plays to the film versions,

and several acting classes taught by

Trish Rigdon. But Actors from the

London Stage were found in un-

expected classes as well, like Bart

Sinclair's Professional Issues for

Electrical Engineers and Namdu

Qian's Original Beauty of Chinese

Literature.
"Students in all sorts of classes

can benefit from having the actors

there," says Rigdon, a professor in

the English department and head

of Rice's theater program who
organized the troupe's campus
visit. "I encourage faculty to think
outside the box and be as creative
as they want to be in having the
actors in class."

Sinclair, lecturer on electri-
cal and computer engineering,
thought his students could learn
important lessons about oral pre-
sentations. Stage and film actor
Andrew Dennis talked about many
aspects of presentations, including
being fully prepared, knowing the

information thoroughly, speaking

to all the audience, making good
transitions, and even breathing
properly.
"A couple of things he told the

students that spoke to his main
theme were, 'You're in control.
Enjoy that," Sinclair recalls.
"Also, and he attributed this to
Man' Levy, the former coach of
the Buffalo Bills, who said prior
to his team's third appearance in
the Super Bowl, 'There is no place
that I'd rather be than right here,
right now.' That, Andrew said, was
the attitude that you need to have
when you stand up in front of an
audience."

Engineers, Sinclair explains,
often are called on to make presen-
tations to their peers, managers,
and customers, especially early in
their careers. "We know that we
produce graduates who are techni-
cally well prepared," he notes. "I
hope this will help them be better
able to present their ideas and be
recognized for their ability to com-
municate, too."

Actor Julia Watson visited sev-
eral acting courses, and she also

visited Jane Chance's Chaucer

class, where the discussion cen-

tered around The Knight's Tale.

"I talked about the characters and
how I would examine the text and
research it and howl would play
these characters," says Watson,
who, in addition to being a stage
actress, stars on a long-running
BBC series.
She also discussed with students

the nuances of language, not just
that of Chaucer and Shakespeare
but even the language of modern
writers. "There's the misconcep-
tion that actors just learn lines and
recite them," she says. "But you
have to know what you're saying
and what you're talking about,
and you have to study modem
language just as much as the classic
writers."

Theater students learned from
the actors not just through their
classroom discussions but also by
watching their performance of
Othello. Since there are only five
actors on tour, each actor portrays
multiple characters. The play is
not cut, but props and scenery
are sparse compared to a full-scale
production.
"You get to flex your acting

muscles in a way that you can't do

in any other play," Watson notes.

"I've been in other productions

where I've spent a considerable

amount of time waiting in my

dressing room."
In Othello, Watson portrayed a

man and a woman, Roderigo and
Emilia. "I died twice," she laughs.

But stranger things than that have
happened in productions of Actors
from the London Stage. In Twelfth
Night, Watson, portraying two
characters, actually had to talk to
herself. And Huston, professor of
English, recalls a performance of As
You Like It where one character had
to wrestle himself and another had
a duel with himself. "What an actor
does to play a character is truly evi-

"We know that we produce gradu-

ates who are technically well

prepared. I hope this will help

them be better able to present

their ideas and be recognized for

their ability to communicate, too."

—Bart Sinclair

dent when they have to play more
than one role," Huston says. "They
subtly change their body language
and speech patterns as they move
between characters. It's amazing."

Actors from the London Stage,
now in its 13th year, tour as many
as 20 U.S. colleges and universities
each year. Rice will be a regular stop
thanks to a endowment established
by English professor Alan Grob.
The Alan and Shirley Grob Fund
for Shakespeare in Performance
stands at about $200,000, which
also includes donations from former
governor Bill Hobby and his wife,
Diana, and Rice Board of Trustees
member Bruce Dunlevie '79 and his
wife, Elizabeth. •

—Dana Benson
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"When favoritism is ended and individual responsibility and performance resume their rightful place,
we will be better off, and, on the broad scale, get along much better."

—Catherine Savage Brosman

Personal Landscapes

Catherine Savage Brosman '55 embraces contradiction.A professor emerita

of French at Tulane University and an accomplished poet and critic, she is

perfectly at home in Paris's Latin Quarter, enjoying both her lunch and the

loose but vivid connection with the crowds strolling past her table.

But if you dig a little beneath

Brosman's Francophile veneer,

you'd learn that she has an en-

during love of the deserts of

West Texas where she grew up,

and that she'd rather be there,

eating enchiladas. Or ham-

burgers, which Texans have the

good taste never to besmirch

with mayonnaise. A formidable

intellectual with powerfully

down-to-earth tastes, Brosman

explores the dichotomy of these

personal landscapes and the

effects they have had on her in

her recent collection of essays,

Finding Higher Ground (Uni-

versity of Nevada Press, 2003).

Brosman contradicts in

other ways as well. That is,

she speaks against many of the

trends, intellectual and oth-

erwise, that make up contem-

porary society. She expresses

views here that perhaps did

not endear her to the French

department, as when she re-

calls attending a conference

"at which three black-shirted,

black-trousered, black-cravated

French expatriate intellectuals,

all remunerated generously by

the state university system of

California, held forth for our

benefit on the evils—not just

inadequacies—of the Ameri-

can liberal arts curriculum. .

. ." She also digs in her heels

against affirmative action, and

applauded the Hopwood De-

cision, which banned the use

of race in college admissions.

"When favoritism is ended

and individual responsibility

and performance resume their

rightful place, we will be better

off, and, on the broad scale,

get along much better."

But Brosman is somewhat

less interested in opining on

the state of the world than in

looking at her own life and

the places where she's lived

and analyzing the effects those

various places have had on

her. Generally speaking, the

mountains of Colorado and the

deserts of West Texas, where

she spent her childhood and
adolescence, seem to have had

the strongest impact. Brosman

is nothing if not a rugged in-

dividualist and a bit of a loner,

as befits a child of the desert.

She takes pride in thinking

for herself, and she resists

pigeonholing of any kind. A

raccoon-coat wearing, prob-

ably drunken Westerner of the

nouveau category—loud, gar-

ish, and thoroughly subject to

the herd mentality—finds this

out to his discomfort when

he tries to chat Brosman up

at Aspen's Sneaker Ball—an

event that brings out the

town's abundant glitterati but
that, not surprisingly, Bros-

man finds less than golden, as
we read in her amusing take
on the subject.
Brosman surveys the mind-

less, low-grade decadence of

the Aspen elite with nearly

equal degrees of sorrow and an-
ger. She isn't misty-eyed about
the Indians who once ruled the
West. "Those displaced people
were . . . cruel, as well as ex-
tremely primitive; we should

not romanticize them." But still
she laments that the descen-
dants of those Westerners who
destroyed the Indians' "valu-

able traditions" should be such
shallow twits. "0 Brave New

World! Was it for the Sneaker

Ball . . . that the buffalo died?"
Brosman's most compelling

essay comes near the end. In
"Images of Paris," she walks the

streets of that great city and re-
members her years there just af-

ter earning her Rice MA, when
she was a young woman enjoy-

ing the intellectual and cultural

life of the day. Camus had just

won the Nobel Prize, and café
society meant intellectuals such

as Sartre, rather than the oafs of

Aspen. But, ever tough-mind-

ed, Brosman does not idealize
the Paris of her youth, finding
the city much improved today

in its cleanliness and increased

politeness.
But if Brosman finds herself

drawn to places far from the

New Orleans she calls home,

why doesn't she pack her bags

and move, especially now that

she's taken early retirement?

When friends ask her that very

question, Brosman replies with
her typical embrace of the hard-

er way. "It is better, I think,
to leave unrealized at least one

founding dream, to miss and

yearn for something. . . . Mesas

shine most brilliantly from afar.

In my mind, they glow now, at

first dawn." •
—David Theis
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Stranger than Fiction
Account of Yates Crime by Writer-in-Residence Nominated for Edgar Award

Suzanne O'Malley is no strangerto writing about

crime. She is an investigative journalist who

also has penned several episodes of television

crime shows. But in her first book, O'Malley, a

writer-in-residence at Rice, took on one of the

biggest crimes in recent history.

For two years, she was immersed in covering
and researching the trial of Andrea Yates, the
Houston-area mother who drowned her five
children in the bathtub of their home in 2001.
The resulting book, "Are You
There Alone?": The Unspeakable
Crime of Andrea Yates (Simon
& Schuster, 2004), recently was
nominated for the prestigious
Edgar Allan Poe Award.
The Edgars are given by the

Mystery Writers of America
and recognize the year's best
mystery fiction, nonfiction,
television scripts, and films.
O'Malley's book was nominated
in the category of best fact-
crime book.
The book, the title of which

refers to a question asked by the
911 operator Yates called
immediately after the
murders, was developed

from investigative pieces

O'Malley wrote for the

New York Times Magazine,

0: The Oprah Magazine,

and Salon.com as well as

from dispatches she produced

for Dateline NBC.
While she was covering th

trial, O'Malley conducted mo

than 100 interviews, including

talking with Andrea Yates's hus-

band, Rusty, 30 times, and ex-

amined more than 2,000 pages

of Yates's medical records to

better understand the crime. Af-
ter the jury convicted Yates for

three of the drownings and sentenced her to

life in prison, O'Malley spent 14 months corre-

sponding with Yates and continues to exchange

letters with her today.
In her book, O'Malley stresses that Yates's

mental illnesses were misdiagnosed from the
outset. She also argues that under less extraor-

dinary circumstances, a mentally ill woman
would have been quietly offered a plea bar-
gain and sent to an institution under court

supervision.

"What the Yates case

showed was that it could

happen to anybody. Andrea

Yates is that rare person

of good character who be-

comes so profoundly men-

tally ill that she commits

unspeakable crimes."

"What the Yates case showed," O'Malley
says, "was that it could happen to anybody. An-
drea Yates is that rare person of good character
who becomes so profoundly mentally ill that
she commits unspeakable crimes." O'Malley
wrote the book in part to educate the public
about mental health issues and the misinfor-
mation surrounding them. "The Yates case
received unprecedented media coverage," she
notes, "yet I don't feel the true story was told
until "Are You There Alone?"
At Rice, O'Malley teaches a creative writing

class that instructs students
how to write a full-length
script. She uses the Emmy-
winning show Law Cl" Order

as "a method of teaching stu-

dents to use their liberal arts

education and life experience

in their work." The structure

of the show suits the pur-

pose of a screenwriting class,

O'Malley says, because the
program's format easily can
be broken down into acts and
has characters that already are
defined, yet it still requires
imaginative writing. Students
also learn to apply industry-
standard screenwriting soft-
ware to their work.

Currently, O'Malley is
working on a nonfiction book
about "a perfect trial" and
writing an update for the
June 2005 paperback pub-
lication of "Are You There
Alone?"She is a freelance
producer and an on-air
news consultant for
NBC and MSNBC.
She was a former
editor-at-large at
Inside.com, a con-

tributing editor for
New York Magazine,

and a senior editor of Esquire
Magazine. Her reporting and reviews have ap-
peared in the New York Times Magazine, the
New York Times Book Review, People, Harper's
Bazaar, and many other publications. She sits
on the board of the Writers' Guild of America
and is a member of Harvard Medical School's
think tank on psychiatry and the law..

O'Ma0ey

Against the Gates of Hell: The Life and Times of
Henry Perry, a Christian Missionary in a Moslem

Land, by Diana Severence '70, curator of

the Bible in America Museum at Houston

Baptist University, and Gordon Severence

(University Press of America, 2003)

Cut and Run, by Jeff Abbott '85 (Onyx

Books, 2003)

Gender and the Modem Research University, by

Patricia Mazon '88 (Stanford University
Press, 2003)

The Journals of Tommie L. Hubbard, by Debo-
rah Nelson-Campbell, professor of French
at Rice (Jesse Stuart Foundation, 2003)

Mau Mau and Nationhood: Arms, Authority, and
Narration, by Atieno Odhiambo, profes-
sor of history at Rice, and John Lonsdale
(Ohio University Press, 2003)

Middle English Hagiography and Romance in
Fifteenth-Century England. From Competition to
Critique, by Elizabeth Leigh Smith '91,
assistant professor of English at East
Stroudsburg University (Edwin Mellen
Press, 2003)

The Origins of the New South: Fifty Years Later:
The Continuing Influence of a Historical Classic,
editied by John B. Boles '65, the William
Pettus Hobby Professor of History at
Rice, and Bethany L. Johnson (Louisiana
State University Press, 2003)

Partial Truths and the Politics of Community, ed-
ited by Mary Ann Tetreault '79, the Una
Chapman Cox Distinguished Professor of
International Affairs at Trinity University,
and Robin L. Teske (University of South
Carolina Press, 2003)

Pierre de la Rue and Musical Life at the
Habsburg—Burgundian Court, by Honey Me-
coni, associate professor of musicology
and music history at Rice (Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 2003)

Protest and the Politics of Blame: The Russian Re-

sponse to Unpaid Wages, by Debra Javeline,

assistant professor of political science at

Rice (University of Michigan Press, 2003)

Reading the East India Company, 1720-1840, by
Betty Joseph, associate professor of Eng-
lish at Rice (University of Chicago Press,
2003)

The Rise of Judicial Management in the U.S.
District Court, Southern District of Texas, 1955-
2000, by Steven H. Wilson '86 (University
of Georgia Press, 2003)
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"Our search committee, chaired superbly by
Dean Kathleen Matthews, produced an outstanding group of finalists,

and we selected the best for Rice."

Keller-McNulty to Lead
Engineering School

Sallie Keller-McNulty has been named the

new dean of the George R. Brown School of

Engineering. She formerly served as group

leader for the Statistical Sciences Group at Los

Alamos National Laboratory.

Keller-McNulty succeeds C. Sidney Burrus,
who retired after seven years as dean but will
continue teaching, writing, and working with
Rice's Connexions project.
"Choosing as an academic dean

a group leader at Los Alamos may
seem an out-of-the-box choice,"
says Rice president David W. Le-
ebron. "However, engineering
needs out-of-the-box thinkers, and
Rice and its engineering school
have them. Our search committee,
chaired superbly by Dean Kathleen
Matthews, produced an outstand-
ing group of finalists, and we se-
lected the best for Rice."
"We are thrilled to have recruited Sallie

Keller-McNulty as Rice's next dean of engi-
neering," adds provost Eugene Levy. "Sallie
compiled a distinguished record of accomplish-
ment and respect at Los Alamos and has built a
strong reputation as an energetic and encour-
aging leader. She also is known for her ability
to recruit and retain talented scholars."

Keller-McNulty says she looks forward to
her new position for many reasons, most of
all the university's collaborative culture and,
in particular, the way the engineering school
works closely with the Wiess School of Natural
Sciences and the Texas Medical Center.

"Rice is such a preeminent institution—not
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—David W. Leebron

just because of its undergraduate education
but also because of its fabulous research pro-
grams," she says. "Rice is leading the way in
making interdisciplinary science a reality, and

"Rice is leading the way in making interdisciplinary
science a reality, and I'm a strong advocate for that
as the way to move science forward in this century."

—Sallie Keller-McNulty

I'm a strong advocate for that as the way to

move science forward in this century."
Keller-McNulty will join Matthews, dean of

the university's Wiess School of Natural Sci-
ences, in making Rice the only major research
university with women deans in both science
and engineering.

Keller-McNulty has served in her current
position at Los Alamos since 1998. Under her
leadership, the size of the Statistical Sciences
Group increased to more than 40 staff mem-

bers from 13, and the budget quadrupled. She

also established a thriving visiting faculty pro-

gram, with several renowned statisticians taking

their sabbaticals at the laboratory.
Before joining the Los Alamos group, Keller-

McNulty was professor and director of graduate

studies in the Department of Statistics at Kansas
State University. She held several other positions
at KSU, where she started working in 1985, and
she also held a joint research fellowship of the
American Statistical Association, National Sci-
ence Foundation, and Bureau of Labor Statistics
from 1996 to 1997. She served as program di-
rector for statistics and probability in the Division
of Mathematical Sciences of the National Science
Foundation from 1994 to 1996. She was an as-
sistant professor in the mathematics department
at the University of North Carolina—Greensboro
from 1983 to 1985.

Keller-McNulty earned her PhD in statistics
from Iowa State University and her bachelor
and master degrees in mathematics from the

University of South Florida. She
is the author of more than 60
statistical science publications and
is co-author of the book Intro-
duction to Probability and Systems
Modeling. Her areas of research
are uncertainty quantification,
computational and graphical sta-
tistics and related software and
modeling techniques, and data

access and confidentiality.
She has chaired the National Academy of

Sciences' Committee on Applied and Theoreti-
cal Statistics and recently served on three other
National Research Council committees. She
currently is chair of a National Academy panel
study on modeling and simulation for defense
transformation. Keller-McNulty is a fellow of
the American Statistical Association (ASA),
recipient of the prestigious ASA Founders
Award, and recently was elected president of
the ASA. She is an associate editor of Statistical
Science and has served as associate editor of the
Journal of Computational and Graphical Statis-
tics and the Journal of the American Statistical
Association and serves on several national advi-
sory committees.
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"Gil Whitaker has provided excellent leadership
to the school during an important growth phase,
and I hope to continue his efforts to enhance
quality in teaching and research while building the
school's reputation locally and internationally."

—William H. Glick

Glick Named New
Dean of Jones
School

William H. Glick, who led the

Department of Management at the

W.P. Carey School of Business at

Arizona State Universityto distinc-

tion, has been named dean of Rice

University'sJesse H. Jones Gradu-

ate School of Management.

Glick succeeds Gilbert R. Whitak-

er, who is retiring after eight years

as dean, during which time the

school attained frill accreditation,

built and dedicated a new build-

ing, and doubled the size of the

student body and faculty.
"Bill Glick is the right person

to lead the Jones School to the
next level of achievement, extend-

ing the extraordinary trajectory

that Gil VVIfitalter established,"

President David W. Leebron said.

"His appointment reflects Rice
University's continued commit-
ment to the very best graduate
education in business."

Rice Provost Eugene Levy
cited Glick's leadership talents
and personal qualities. "In addi-
tion to his excellence as a teacher
and scholar, Bill is widely known
for leading important improve-
ments in the undergraduate busi-
ness program at the University
of Texas—Austin and in the man-
agement department at Arizona
State," Levy said. "In strength-
ening these programs, Bill suc-

ceeded in attracting outstanding
scholars and in implementing
strategic high-performance goals.
He has a reputation for very high
standards, fairness, quiet tenacity,
and integrity."

Glick said he is excited by the
opportunities facing the Jones

School. "Rice University has a
tremendous reputation as one

of the nation's best teaching

and research universities, and

the Jones School is a rising star
among graduate schools of busi-
ness," Glick said. "Gil Whitaker

graduate school of management,"

Glick said. "In recent years, sev-

eral competitors have entered

segments of this market that are

much better served by the Jones
School. Thought leaders from the
Jones Graduate School of Man-
agement will help us deliver more
relevant, cutting-edge programs
than any competitors."

Glick served in his position at
Arizona State since 1995. Dur-
ing his tenure, he launched a
revised undergraduate major in
management based on input from

"Rice University has a tremendous reputation as one of
the nation's best teaching and research universities,
and the Jones School is a rising star among graduate
schools of business."

—William H. Glick

has provided excellent leadership
to the school during an important
growth phase, and I hope to con-
tinue his efforts to enhance qual-
ity in teaching and research while
building the school's reputation
locally and internationally."

Glick said he looks forward to
working with the Jones School
Council of Overseers and the
Houston business community to
identify areas where the school
can best serve the community
while strengthening its interna-
tional reputation.
"Houston has a vibrant, global-

ly connected business community
that is an exciting arena for any

recruiters, alumni, executives, and
corporate universities, with a new
curriculum designed to develop
team-skilled, collaborative man-

agers.
Glick's department took the

lead in several custom programs,

including the Ford Execu-

tive Leadership program, with

other clients including General

Dynamics, Motorola, Arizona

Public Service, ON Semiconduc-

tor, and Arizona Department

of Health and Human Services.

Its faculty led the inaugural class

of the Academy of Management
Journal's Hall of Fame with three
of 33 members, including Glick;

ranked second in the world in the
number of frequent authors in the
Strategic Management Journal;
ranked third in both the number
of articles in premier management
journals and the number of top
scholars in terms of their impact
on the field of management; and
has representatives on the edito-
rial boards of almost all of the top
management journals.

Previous to his service at Arizo-
na State, Glick was associate pro-
fessor and director of the business
honors program at UT, where he
increased the size of the honors
program to 130 entering students
per year from roughly 35, while
raising the admissions standards
to the top five in such programs
internationally.

Glick is author or co-author

of numerous journal articles and

conference papers and is one of

the top 100 authors in manage-

ment based on citations to re-

search in five top management

journals. He served as senior

editor of Organizational Sci-

ence from 1998 to 2004 and has

served on the editorial boards of
Organizational Research Methods,
Journal of Management, Acad-
emy of Management Review, and
Academy of Management Journal.
He is a member of the Acad-

emy of Management, Decision
Sciences Institute, Institute for
Operations Research, and the
Management Sciences and Strate-
gic Management Society. •

—Margot Dimond
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In the News

- Michael W. Deem — Adrian Lenardic
- Neal Lane — T. S. Eugene Ng
- Antonios Mikos — Michael S. Wong
- Pol Spanos — Rebekah Drezek
- Dan Wallach — Jason Hafner
- Jennifer West — Adria Baker

— Caroline Quenemoen — Wayne Graham
— Richard Grandy — Richard Johnson
— Robert Raphael — Melissa Kean

Bioengineer Deem Recognized for
Research Excellence

Bioengineering's Michael W.

Deem was awarded the Ameri-

can Institute of Chemical En-

gineers' 2004 Allan P. Colburn

Award, which recognizes excel-

lence in publications by a young

member of the institute and
includes a $5,000 prize.

Deem's seminal work in protein

evolution is at the forefront of

the interface between biology
and materials science, according

to Kyriacos Athanasiou, the Karl

F. Hasselmann Professor of Bio-

engineering, who spearheaded

Deem's nomination. The John

W. Cox Professor in Biochemi-

cal and Genetic Engineering

and professor of physics and

astronomy, Deem specializes

in statistical mechanics, specifi-

cally the computer simulation of
complex molecular systems. He
is interested in four main areas of

research: the adaptive immune

system response, cancer vac-
cines, protein structure and drug

discovery, and zeolite structure

and nucleation. His group uses
both simulation and analytical
statistical mechanics to attack

these problems.

In many instances, his meth-
ods have opened the door for
the investigation of increasingly
tailored, microscopic properties

of both solid-state and biological
systems. Moreover, his pioneer-
ing techniques in atomic-level

simulation also allow for the
computation of both meso-

and macroscopic properties of

materials.

Neal Lane Earns Gillis
Professorship

Neal Lane has been appointed

the Malcolm Gillis University

Professor, Rice's first named

university professorship.

The title of university profes-

sor is an appointment-at-large,

enabling the faculty member to

teach in any academic depart-

ment and share expertise broadly

across disciplines to foster
greater intellectual pursuits at
Rice. The named professorship

recognizes the achievements of

former Rice president Malcolm

Gillis and was created by the

donation of $4 million from 52

donors.
The appointment, made by

President David Leebron on

the recommendation of Howard

Hughes Provost Eugene Levy

and with the approval of the

Rice Board of Trustees, was

effective July 1.

Lane, a professor at Rice for

27 years before leaving to serve

as science advisor to President

Clinton and director of the

National Science Foundation,
also is a senior fellow in sci-

ence and technology at Rice's

James A. Baker III Institute for

Public Policy and a professor

of physics and astronomy. He

returned to Rice in 2001.

Rice Scientist Recognized as
Pioneer in Tissue Engineering

Rice University bioengineer An-

tonios Mikos has been awarded

the prestigious Marshall R.

Urist Award by the Orthopedic

Research Society.

Mikos is the John W. Cox

Professor in Bioengineering,

professor of chemical engineer-

ing, and director of the John W.

Cox Laboratory for Biomedical

Engineering at Rice. He also

serves as director of Rice's

Center for Excellence in Tissue

Engineering.

The Urist Award, established

in 1996 and sponsored by Osiris
Therapeutics, Inc., is given an-

nually to one person who has

established a reputation as a

cutting-edge researcher in tis-

sue regeneration. The award

includes a $5,000 prize.

Over the past 13 years,

Mikos's laboratory has developed

extensive expertise in fabricat-

ing synthetic materials with

tailored chemistries for specific

tissue-engineered repair of or-

thopedic injuries. For example,

Mikos and his associates have

created several novel materials

based on fumaric acid, a natural

productfound in mammalian cell

metabolism. The new materials

are nontoxicto surrounding cells

and tissues, and they degrade

over time into products that are
excreted from the body. When

used as surgically implanted

scaffolds, these materials act as

a template, guiding the body's

cells as they form new tissue

to replace flesh or bone that's

been lost to disease or injury.

Since the scaffolds break down

naturally, no further surgery is

needed to remove them once

they are implanted.

Mikos's lab also has developed

techniques for growing new

bone and cartilage tissue by

seeding the scaffolds with cells.

Because his group's scaffolds

are highly porous and contain

a large surface area, they allow

seeded cells to receive nutrients

from the body while the new

tissue forms, thus overcoming

one of the major roadblocks to
tissue engineering. In addition,

Mikos and his associates are de-
veloping nonsurgical approaches
for scaffold implantation. In this
case, the scaffold material is

injected as a liquid at the site

of an injury, and it is exposed

to light or other chemicals that

cause it to harden within a few

minutes. Once the material sets,

it acts as an immediate aid in

the body's efforts to form new

tissue and heal itself.
Recently, the Mikos laboratory

has been working on composite
materials that support and guide
developing tissues through the

controlled release of bioactive

molecules, and they are investi-

gating nano-structured materials

that can enhance the strength

and load-bearing properties of

scaffolds for orthopedic ap-

plications.
A pioneer in the field of tissue

engineering, Mikos is a found-
ing editor of the journal Tissue

Engineering and a member of

the editorial boards of numer-

ous other journals. He also is

the organizer of the continuing

education course Advances in

Tissue Engineering offered an-

nually at Rice since 1993.
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Pol Spanos Earns Top Engineering
Distinction

Pol Spanos, the Lewis B.
Ryon Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, has been elected
to the National Academy of
Engineering (NAE) for develop-
ing methods of predicting the
dynamic behavior and reliability
of structural systems in diverse
loading environments.

Election to the NAE is among
the highest professional dis-
tinctions accorded an engineer.

Academy membership honors
those who have made important

contributions to engineering

research, practice, or educa-

tion. Spanos becomes the

13th NAE member on Rice's

engineering faculty.

His research focuses on

the dynamics and vibrations

of structural and mechanical

systems under a variety of

loads, with a particular em-

phasis on systems exhibiting

nonlinear behavior or exposed
to risk-inducing conditions. His

research group also studies
fatigue and fracture issues
of modern composite mate-
rials and signal processing
algorithms for biomedical
applications.

Spanos's solution techniques
are applied to such themes as
estimation of seismic spectra;
flow-induced vibrations of off-
shore rigs, marine risers, and
pipelines; certification of pay-
loads in space shuttle/station
missions; directional oil well
drilling; vibration and aseismic
protection of structures and

equipment; wind-loads simu-
lation; and signal processing
of electrocardiograms and

electroencephalograms.

Computer Science's Wallach
Selected for Election Task Force

Rice's Dan Wallach has been

selected to serve on a task

force examining issues that

arose in Ohio during the 2004

presidential election. Wallach,

assistant professor of com-

puter science and in electrical

and computer engineering,

was named to the Demo-

cratic National Committee's

Ohio Election Task Force, a

group charged with taking

an in-depth look at the voter

registration problems, long

lines at polls, the issuance

and counting of provisional
ballots, and voting equipment

irregularities that voters faced

during the 2004 presidential

election in Ohio.

The group comprises 10

nonpartisan experts, including

attorneys, political scientists,

and statisticians. Wallach, an

expert in computer security,
co-authored a groundbreaking
study in 2003 that revealed
significant flaws in the soft-
ware at the heart of what
is believed to be one of the
country's most popular elec-

tronic voting systems. He has

testified about voting security

issues before government

bodies in the United States,

Mexico, and the European

Union.

West Tapped to Head IBB

Jennifer West, the Isabel C.

Cameron Professor of Bioengi-

neering and professor in chemical

engineering, has been named

director of Rice University's

Institute of Biosciences and Bio-

engineering (IBB). She succeeds

the late Fred Rudolph.

IBB was established in 1986

by then-president George Rupp

to foster cross-disciplinary re-
search and education programs
encompassing the biological,
chemical, and engineering
fields. The institute has re-
ceived funding for a number of
programs that promote cross-
disciplinary training, including
multiyear training grants from
NASA, the National Science
Foundation, and the National
Institutes of Health. Over the
past 15 years, these grants
have supported more than 200
graduate students, postdoctoral
researchers, and undergradu-
ates. The institute also has been
instrumental in developing new
graduate and undergraduate

programs in bioengineering,

including the establishment

of the Department of Bioen-

gineering in 1995.

More recently, three centers

have developed from the insti-

tute: the Center for Plant Sci-

ence, the Bioinformatics Group

(formed in conjunction with

the Computer and Information

Technology Institute), and the

Center for Excellence in Tissue

Engineering. IBB also sponsors

two summer programs for high

school students from the Sci-

ence Academy of South Texas,
HISD's Milby High School, and
the YES College Preparatory
School in Houston.

Quenemoen, Grandy Named CSC
Fellows

Caroline Quenemoen, assis-
tant professor of art history, and
Richard Grandy, the Carolyn
and Fred McManis Professor of
Philosophy, have been awarded

2004-05teaching-releasefellow-
ships by the Centerforthe Study
of Cultures (CSC) to pursue their
respective research projects.

Quenemoen was selected
for her project, "Architecture
and Empire: The Significance of
the Palatine Complex for Roman

Identity Formation in Italy and the

West." Based on her fieldwork

and research in Italy, France,

and Spain, she will write the

final chapter of her book on the

critical role Augustus's Palatine

Complex played in the formation

of the Roman Empire.

Quenemoen will demonstrate

that the Palatine Complex be-

came a mechanism that unified

his empire. The physical aspects

of the buildings themselves,

combined with the evidence of

ritual practices, bound the local

populations to the larger image

of the empire, she says. Quen-
emoen wants to give attention
to a monument that has been
overlooked as a part of Roman

architecture. Her book argues
that this monument was crucial
to the formation of Augustus's
identity and uses it as a founda-
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tion for understanding Augustan
ideology and politics.

In his project, titled "Soft Bor-
ders, Bright Colors: The Cognition
and Metaphysics of Everyday
Objects," Grandy proposes to
reveal flaws in the claims that
philosophers and scientists have

made regarding the significance

of ordinary objects.
Since the scientific revolution

of the 1600s, philosophers have
come to think that physical ob-
jects—tables, chairs, and cars,
for example—aren't important
in a deep philosophical sense,
he explains. Their ideas have
been accepted by the general
public, but through his CSC
project, Grandy will pen a book
arguing that the widely shared
understanding of what science
says about everyday objects
is misleading and needs to be
reconsidered.
He believes that looking at logi-

cal and scientific principles with

a critical eye does not undermine
common sense but can provide
a deeper justification of the im-

portance of everyday objects. He
hopes his book will provide an
example of how tofind a balance
between questioning scientific
claims and rejecting them.
The CSC annually awards

teaching-release fellowships to

Rice faculty in the humanities,
social sciences, architecture,

and music. Fellows are released
from teaching for one semester
to pursue their research projects.
At the conclusion of their leave,
fellows present their research
in a public lecture to the Rice

community.

Three Faculty Win NSF CAREER
Grants

Three Rice faculty members won
prestigious CAREER grants from
the National Science Foundation
(NSF)this spring. CAREER grants,
which support early career de-
velopment of junior faculty, are
among the most competitive at
the NSF, with about 400 of the
five-year grants awarded across
all disciplines each year.

This year's winners are Robert
Raphael, the T.N. Law Assistant
Professor in Bioengineering;
Adrian Lenardic, assistant pro-
fessor of earth science; and T.S.
Eugene Ng, assistant professor
of computer science.

Typically ranging from $400,000

to $500,000, CAREER grants
support the early career-devel-

opment activities of scholars

who are most likely to become
academic leaders in their field.

CAREER recipients are selected
on the basis of creative propos-
als that will build a firm founda-
tion for a lifetime of integrated
contributions to research and
education. The focus on both
education and research is one

of the things that distinguishes
CAREER grants from other NSF

research programs that focus
more closely on lab research.

Raphael's CAREER research is
in the field of membrane-based
bionanotechnology. It will focus
on prestin, a critical membrane
protein found in the outer hair
cells of the inner ear. Raphael
aims to characterize the elec-
tromechanical characteristics of
membranes containing prestin

and to lay the groundwork for
bionanotechnological devices
based on prestin. On the education
side, Raphael plans to develop a
new interdisciplinary course in
bionanotechnology to be taught
to graduate students and upper-
level undergraduates.

Lenardic will create a visu-

alization studio and computer
simulation that will be used

not only for university research

and teaching but also by K-12

students and educators, artists,

and science communicators.

Part of the program involves

building a computer model that

simulates geologic processes

as diverse as plate tecton-

ics, mantle dynamics, surface

erosion, continental collisions,

and planetary cooling. Another

element of Lenardic's project

is the creation of a workshop

where advanced undergraduate
and graduate students develop
hands-on demonstrations of the

key concepts in geoscience.
Ultimately, Lenardic hopes the
program will encourage students
to see beyond artificial boundaries

within subfields and gain a greater
understanding of how processes
are interconnected.
Ng is leading the Internet

geometry project, which aims

to "map" the Internet's crucial
properties—connectivity, delay,
and bandwidth—into geometric
modelstoobtainnewfundamental
insights into the structure of the
vast and complex Internet.

Moreover, the " Internet coor-
dinates" created bythe mapping

can enable a new generation of

scalable and performance-aware

network software and protocols.
The Internet coordinates would
work much like the geometric
longitudes and latitudes that are
used to determine distances
between locations on Earth.

Ng hopes to develop a public,

global-scale distributed system

thatwill enable all Internet nodes

to independently compute their
network geometric properties.

On the education side, Ng plans
to use the End System Multicast
conferencing tool that he co-de-
veloped to facilitate joint-univer-

sity teaching and interuniversity

design competitions.
Faculty have won 21 CAREER

grants while at Rice worth almost

$7.5 million since the program's

inception in 1995.

Three Win Smalley/Curl Innovation
Funds

The Center for Nanoscale Sci-
ence and Technology (CNST) has
awarded the first grants from the
Smalley/Curl Fund for Innovation
to faculty members Michael S.
Wong, Rebekah Drezek, and
Jason Hefner.
The one-year, $15,000 grants

are designed to provide faculty
with seed funds to develop novel

ideas that have the potential

of impacting all areas of nano-

technology. CNST's innovation

fund was established in 2003 in

honor of Richard Smalley, Uni-

versity Professor, the Gene and

Norman Hackerman Professor
of Chemistry, and professor of
physics, and Robert Curl, Univer-
sity Professor, the Kenneth S.
Pitzer-Schlumberger Professor of
Natural Sciences, and professor
of chemistry.

Hafnerand Drezek are studying
the synthesis, functionalization,

and optical properties of gold
nanorods so that they may be used
in biomedical applications. They
aim to develop bright, biocom-

patible contrast agents that can
"light up" cells that are express-
ing specific molecular markers
indicative of early precancerous
changes. With the seed money
from the Smalley/Curl Fund for
Innovation, Drezek, the Stanley
C. Moore Assistant Professor in
Bioengineering and in Electrical

and Computer Engineering, and
Hafner, assistant professor of
physics and astronomy and of
chemistry, will evaluate targeted
nanorods as molecular probes
for reflectance confocal mi-

croscopy and optical coherence
tomography—two real-time,

high-resolution optical imaging
techniques.
Wong, assistant professor

in chemical engineering and in
chemistry, is developing methods
for the self-assembly of hollow
microcapsules by mixing inert
nanoparticles and polymers
at room temperature. Wong's
lab has learned to make these
hollow capsules with "patchy"
surfaces, and they can attach
molecules to specific locations
on those surfaces.

Placing molecules on a flat
surface in a desired pattern is
difficult, and it is even more
difficult to do so on a curved
surface. Wong's method will
make it easier to pattern mo-
lecular coatings on the capsule
material. Ultimately, he hopes to
engineer these patchy capsules
for targeted drug delivery and
other advanced encapsulation
applications.
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Adria Baker Honored With
Elizabeth Gillis Award

For almost 10 years, Adria Baker
has directed the Office of Inter-
national Students and Scholars,
earning praise from across the
Rice campus. More accolades
came her way recently when
Baker was named recipient of
the 2005 Elizabeth Gillis Award
for Exemplary Service to Rice
University.
The Office of International

Students and Scholars provides
services to undergraduate and
graduate students and scholars
who come to Rice from around

the globe. Last year alone, there

were almost 700 international

students from 83 countries-

14 percent of the overall Rice
student population. The office
also represents Rice to various

federal agencies and maintains
the university's compliance with
regulations concerning interna-
tional students and scholars, a
task that became more complex
following 9/11.

Bakeralso has launched efforts
to helpthe students and scholars
adapt to American culture and
campus life. She has organized
workshops, training sessions, and
cultural events, including annual
traditional Thanksgiving dinners;
developed support groups and
programs; and ensured that
students and their families are
welcomed to their new commu-
nity by pairing them with host
families for their first year in the
United States.
The Elizabeth Gillis Award,

named for the wife of former

Rice president Malcolm Gillis,
is presented to a staff member
who has shown consistently
outstanding performance and
embodies the exceptional atti-
tude of service modeled by the
award's namesake.

Graham Inducted Into Texas Sports
Hall of Fame

For an outstanding career of

service and accomplishments

to the sport of baseball, Rice

head coach Wayne Graham was

inducted into the Texas Sports
Hall of Fame last winter.
Graham, a native Texan, joined

a prestigious class of inductees
that included current Houston
Astros Jeff Bagwell and Craig
Biggio, basketball coach Harley
Redin of Wayland Baptist Uni-
versity, Olympic gold medalist
Mary Lou Retton, and former
Dallas Cowboys all-pro tackle
Rayfield Wright.
Among Graham's many ac-

complishments at Rice is leading
the Owls to their first national
championship in 2003, the same
year he was inducted into the
Texas Baseball Hall of Fame.

Johnson Named Rice's First
Sustainability Planner

As the university's first sustain-
ability planner, Richard Johnson
will lead Rice in developing en-
vironmentally sustainable prac-

tices to ensure the university

can meet the needs of coming

generations.
Since he began in December,

Johnson has been assessing the

state of Rice's environmental

practices and conditions, includ-

ing what the Rice community

consumes, discards, reuses,

and recycles. As a member of

the facilities, engineering, and

planning department, Johnson
will be collaborating with the
people who play a key role in
the day-to-day operations and
the future design of the univer-
sity. He also will work with Paul
Harcombe, professor of ecology
and evolutionary biology, and
Harcombe's sustainability-ori-
ented class, Rice Into the Fu-
ture, as well as with students in
the Environmental Club and on
the Student Recycling Council.
Johnson will be interacting with
several of the university's cen-
ters and institutes, including the
Shell Center for Sustainability,
the Center for the Study of the
Environment and Society, and
the Environmental and Energy
Systems Institute.
Johnson has a bachelor's

degree in civil engineering from
Rice and a master's in urban and
environmental planning from the
University of Virginia.

Kean Named Rice's First University
Historian

For two years, historian Melissa

Kean assisted in the search for

Rice's seventh president and

his subsequent transition into

office. Now the deputy to the

president has returned to her

work preserving the school's his-

tory, having been named Rice's

first university historian.
Kean (pronounced "Kane")

assumed the role of university
centennial historian February 1.
Among her first responsibilities
is preparing for Rice's centenary
celebration in 2012. She will be
working closelywith John Boles,
the William Pettus Hobby Profes-
sor of History, and Lee Pecht,
university archivist, as they take
on the historical work to be done
for the celebration as well as for
the intermediate events.

Kean is an authority on Rice's
past, having published histories of
the School of Continuing Studies
and theJesse H. Jones Graduate
School of Management and, most
recently, researching the history
of Rice's science and engineering

schools. Herfive degrees include
four in history—a Rice doctorate,

Rice and Creighton master's, and

an Iowa State bachelor's—and

a JD from the University of

Iowa. In 2000, she won Rice's

John W. GardnerAward for Best

Dissertation in the schools of

humanities and social sciences.

Currently under revision for the

University of Georgia Press is her

book At a Most Uncomfortable

Speed: The Desegregation of

the South's Private Universities,

1945-64. •

— Reported by B. J. Almond,

Jade Boyd, Jennifer Evans,

and Lindsey Fielder
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"The level of commitment to the game—
especially by extremely high-level players—

is what makes the sport so fun to watch."
—Eric Williams

Ultimate Frisbee
Combines Skill and Fun

If you see a bunch of students throwing a

Frisbee around, it might be more than just a

leisurely game of toss. It could be an Ultimate

Frisbee match.

The sport, commonly called Ultimate, is popu-

lar on campus, and students take it seriously—

but not too seriously. There are two club teams
at Rice—the men's team, Cloud 9, and the

women's team, Miss Red. There also are col-

lege and intramural leagues for students who

aren't members of the two clubs but want to

learn the sport and play competitively.
Ultimate, says men's team captain Eric

Williams, is a game anyone can play, yet it can

take a lifetime to learn all the ins and outs. It

combines skills and rules with a bit of irrever-

ence—like settling issues that can't be agreed

on in the self-officiated game with "rock, paper,

scissors." The teams' websites—which can both

be reached through http://www.ruf rice.edu/

-ultimate/—offer even more evidence of the

fun atmosphere of Ultimate Frisbee at Rice.

A game of Ultimate starts with two teams

of seven facing off on a field 70 yards long and

40 yards wide with 25-yard end zones. One

team "pulls," or kicks off, and the team on of-
fense passes the Frisbee back and forth until it's

caught by a player in the end zone for a point.

Turnovers occur when the offense drops the

disc or when the defense catches it. There are

either man or zone defenses, just like in foot-

ball and basketball. Games generally are played

to 15 points, with a win by two. But when

time is a factor, point caps are implemented,

which can lead to an Ultimate Point, the most

climactic scenario in the game, Williams says.

That's when the score is tied and the next

point will determine the winner.

There is a lot of skill involved in the game,

Williams says, and it can been seen in plays

such as layouts, where a player jumps to either
catch a disc or defend a disc from an opponent.
A "world's greatest," or simply, "greatest"—
again, a bit of irreverence—is performed by
jumping, usually completely horizontally, from

inbounds, catching the disc in the air, and then

throwing it back into the field of play before

hitting the ground.
"No other sport has quite the level of bodily

sacrifice as Ultimate," Williams notes. "The

level of commitment to the game—especially
by extremely high-level players—is what makes

the sport so fun to watch."
Both the men's and women's teams practice

a couple times per week during the fall and

spring semesters, and they compete in tourna-

ments throughout the academic year. Cloud 9

was the sectional champs from 1997 to 2001,

the regional champions in 1997 and 2000, and

a national qualifier from 1997 to 2000. The

women's team has seen success too, including

qualifying for the nationals in 2000.
The biggest problem for Miss Red, says

team captain Cindy Burning, is lack of par-

ticipation. There were only 11 players on the
2004-05 roster, which means there weren't
enough people for a seven-on-seven scrimmage
at practices. But there are benefits to having a

small team, she says. The players are very close,

and they socialize together for dinner and

movie nights and even karaoke outings.
The men's and women's team have fun on

their road trips throughout Texas and to Loui-

siana and Oklahoma, often attending parties

thrown by the host teams. The teams also en-

joy their practices and coed pickup games for

all undergraduate and graduate students and

alumni on Monday evenings.
"Both Cloud 9 and Miss Red focus on team

atmosphere and enjoyment," Williams says,

"but we take the tournaments seriously. As

with any sport, it is more fun to win." •

—Dana Benson

Photos courtesy of Cloud 9 and Miss Red.
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"Don't join the Peace Corps just because
you can't think of anything else to do.

Join because you really want to live and

work in another country."
—Elizabeth Decker

Taking on a Tough Job
International education is just one way that Rice students

gain experience overseas. Another is working in a foreign

country, and as a growing number of Rice students are dis-

covering, there may be few overseas jobs more rewarding

than working with the Peace Corps.

he proof of that increasing

interest is Rice's spot on the
Peace Corps list of Top 25 Pro-

ducing Colleges and Universities,

which ranked Rice 24 out of 25
in the small college category,

or those with fewer than 5,000

undergraduate students. In 2004,

there were 16 Peace Corps vol-

unteers from Rice.

"Throughout the years, Rice

University has made a tremen-

dous contributiontothis agency's

global legacy of public service,"

says Peace Corps director Gaddi

Vasquez. "This ranking clearlyre-

flectsthe high caliber of students

who attend your institution."

Annaliese Limb, a regional re-

cruiter for the Peace Corps, has

been working with Rice students

forthree semesters. Candidates

go through a rigorous applica-

tion process, she explains, but

Rice students generally are very

strong applicants, bringing to

the table outstanding academic

performance, a solid community

service background, and a broad
world view.

Elizabeth Decker and Lucas

Shindeldecker are two current

Peace Corps volunteers from

Rice. They joined for different

reasons, but the 2004 gradu-

ates now are fully immersed in

the experience and can attest

to the organization's motto that

the Peace Corps is "thetoughest

job you'll ever love."

Shindeldecker is working in a

Peace Corps nongovernmental

organization program in Clarshi,

Uzbekistan. He joined the service

organization to gain experience

working in community develop-

ment. "So far, the experience

has been incredible," he says. "I

am learning two languages and

have great interactions with the

local people."

Rice prepared him well for

the Peace Corps, Shindeldecker

notes, especiallythe courses he

took in Arabic and Chinese and

the social sciences. "Also, in

general, Rice students are aware

of the outside world and the need

to help those at risk, particularly

in Third World countries. Many

of my friends at Rice were in-

ternational students or those

interested in overseas experi-

ence and work, which helped to

form a supportive environment

for what I wanted to do."

Deckerjoined the Peace Corps

because she wanted to experi-

ence living in another culture

before settling into a career.

She teaches English to fifth- and

sixth-graders in a small village

in Azerbaijan in southwestern

Asia between Iran and Russia.

"The big buzz word in educa-

tion here is 'interactive meth-

odology.' I don't really have an

education background, but I try
to be interactive," Decker says.

"I spend most of my evenings at
home by the woodstove making
visual aids by candlelightwith my
imported Crayola markers, and
a lot of the kids know me as the
'picture lady.—

Decker also hosts a weekly
English language television show
on a local channel andteachesan
English classto a group ofwomen
learning office and computer
skills at a local nongovernmental
organization.
Peace Corps service, which

lasts for two years after an ini-
tial three month training period,
can be invaluable in guiding new

graduates into their careers.

Shindeldecker,forinstance, plans

to continue working in community

development, so his Peace Corps

jobwill provide himwith important

work experience. Decker has

discovered through her service

thatshe definitely does notwant

a career as a teacher.
Programs are offered in busi-

ness, agriculture, education,
health education and awareness,
at-risk youth, nongovernmental
organization advising, urban
planning, and environmental en-
gineering. Limb notes that Rice
applicants display flexibility in
where they are willing to serve
and on what type of project,
which also arefactorsthat make
them strong candidates.

Decker advises students to
apply to the Peace Corps for
the right reasons. "Don't join
the Peace Corps just because
you can't think of anything else
to do," she says. "Join because
you really want to live and work
in another country."
The Peace Corps is hard work,

Decker adds, not the hours of

lounging around in hammocks

thatsome people mightimagine.

But the work is very rewarding.
"You will be offered great op-

portunities—like hosting your
own television show—but also
come up against huge obstacles,
like kids and local teachers not
coming to school in the winter
because it's too cold."
"The big challenges," she

says, "a re learning the language
and culture while trying to do
meaningful work. But hopefully
everyone will have as much fun
as I am having."

—Dana Benson
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lying!! arm Dozens of Rice students, faculty,

and staff teamed up in April to build the world's

longest buckytube model Constructed of 65,000

bright blue plastic segments, the model stretched

1,181 feet across campus—as long as Houston's

tallest downtown skyscraper, theJP MorganChase

Tower. Following assembly, a 400-foot segment

was carried to the Houston Museum of Natural

Science for future display. The achievement was

submittedtothe Guinness Book of World Records.
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